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hospital in the State. There is no
record of any such case, nor have I
made any statement to this effect.
The fatalities that have occurred
were due to co-morbidities or other
medical ailments,” Tope said, causing embarrassment to its major
alliance partners Shiv Sena and the
Congress which have been taking
on the Narendra Modi Government
over deaths due to lack of medical
oxygen.
The Congress has accused
Minister of State for Health Bharati
Pravin Pawar of misleading
Parliament by giving “false information” that there were no deaths
due to lack of oxygen during the
second wave.
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controversy has eruptAmassive
ed over the Centre’s claim in the
Rajya Sabha that no one died due
to lack of oxygen during the second
Covid-19 wave. While the
Opposition targeted the Centre, the
Congress was left red-faced as
three of the States where it has
stakes, towed the Centre’s line.
Chhattisgarh where the
Congress is in full majority
Government, Tamil Nadu and
Maharashtra where the party is part
of the coalition Government also
claimed that no one died of oxygen
shortage.
While former Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi said the
Government’s response reflected
lack of sensitivity, Chhattisgarh

Health Minister TS Singh Deo oxygen during the two waves of the
said it’s true that no one died in the pandemic. “We have never said that
State due to lack of oxygen as “we because of shortage of oxygen a
are an oxygen-surplus State.”
Covid-19 patient has died in any
Similarly Shiv Sena
MP Sanjay Raut said the
people who lost their loved
ones due to oxygen shortage should “take the Union
Government to court”,
while it’s coalition partner
NCP in Maharashtra represented by Health
Minister Rajesh Tope, too, ?=BQ =4F34;78
cumulative death toll stands at 414,482
clarified that there was no
— the world’s third-highest after the US’
record in the State of any
he number of excess deaths in 6,09,000 fatalities and Brazil’s
death due to shortage of
India during the Covid-19 pan- 5,42,000 casualties.
demic could be as high as 49 lakh (4.9
The report has been prepared by the
million). A report titled ‘Three new esti- Washington-based think tank Center
mates of India’s all-cause excess mortal- for Global Development (CGD) and is
ity during the Covid-19 pandemic’, said co-authored by India’s former Chief
India’s coronavirus death toll is ten times Economic
Adviser
Ar vind
higher than the actual figure reported Subramanian, Abhishek Anand, from
by the Union Health Ministry.
the Harvard University and Justin
As per the Health Ministry, India’s Sandefur, from the CGD.
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the backdrop of the conIntroversy
over the Centre’s
reply in the Rajya Sabha on
Tuesday that no death had
occurred on account of oxygen
shortage in the country, the BJP
on Wednesday sought to
defend the Government’s conclusion
saying
“no
State sent any data about
patients dying due to oxygen
shortage.”
BJP spokesperson Sambit
Patra accused Opposition leaders, including Congress scion
Rahul Gandhi and Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal, of
doing politics on the matter,
and said the States where these
parties are in power have
claimed that no one died there
due to lack of oxygen.
The BJP leader said
Opposition-ruled States
claimed in courts that there was
no death due to shortage of
oxygen during the second
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Covid-19 wave and made similar assertions in their response
to the Centre.
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M

ore names have tumbled out
from Pegasus snoop gate of
those who may have been victims of
telephone tapping between 2018
and 2019. As per the reports, the
phone numbers of six senior officials
from Mahyco Monsanto Biotech
(India) Pvt. Ltd and Monsanto India
were under surveillance in 2018. The

QRRS 

ULFA leaders, AASU’s leaders, and
Assam’s ultra outfit leaders’ names
have also cropped up in the phone
tapping list along with names of
many Ambedkarites, Dalit activists,
and JNU student leaders involved in
the Anti-CAA protests.
Meanwhile, international publications like Le Monde and The
Washington Post reported President
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I

srael has set up a senior inter-ministerial team to “look into” proliferating allegations that spyware sold
by a Israeli cyber firm has been
abused on a global scale, news
agency Reuters said on Wednesday
quoting an Israeli source.
In another interesting development
on Wednesday, NSO, the developer of
spyware Pegasus said it will no longer

respond to media inquiries. It said that
the expose by 17 news organisations
across
the
world
since
Sunday was a “planned and wellorchestrated media campaign led by
Forbidden Stories and pushed by special interest groups”.
“NSO will thoroughly investigate
any credible proof of misuse of its
technologies, as we always had, and
will shut down the system where necessary,” a spokesperson said.
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mid a full-blown political battle
over revelations that Opposition
A
leaders, Union Ministers, journalists,
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eputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on
D
Wednesday said thousands of
people lost their lives due to
shortage of oxygen during the
second wave of the pandemic
in the national Capital and the
Centre
rejected
the
proposal of the Delhi
Government to form a panel to
investigate the deaths.
Addressing the media,
Sisodia said, “The Delhi
Government constituted a
committee to investigate deaths
caused by lack of oxygen with
an aim to give an assistance of
Rs 5 lakh to the aggrieved families but the Centre rejected the
formation of this committee
through an order by the
Lieutenant-Governor.”

of many countries, including French
President Emanuel Macron and the
Moroccan King, were also
targeted by the Israeli spyware
snooping.
The Wire portal’s report on
Wednesday suggested that Monsanto
was placed on the snooping list
around the time the BJP-Shiv Sena
Government in Maharashtra set up
a special investigation team (SIT) to
probe companies that were allegedly selling or releasing unapproved
herbicide-tolerant (HT) transgenic
cotton, or Bt cotton, seeds in the
State. A few months prior to the formation of the SIT, in October 2017,
the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO)
had also set up the Field Inspection
and Scientific Evaluation Committee
(FISEC), under the Department of
Biotechnology, to probe the proliferation of unlawful seeds, said
the report.
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and many others were potential targets of snooping by Israeli company
NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware, a
Parliamentary Committee headed by
Congress MP Shashi Tharoor will hold
a meeting on July 28 on the subject of
‘citizens’ data security and privacy.
The committee has called officials
of the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology, Ministry of
Home Affairs, and Ministry of
Communications to hear their views.
“Evidence of the representatives of the
Ministr y of Electronics and
Information Technology, Ministry of
Home Affairs, and Ministry of
Communications (Department of
Telecommunications) on the subject
‘Citizens’ data security and privacy”,
read the agenda of the meeting.
Sources in the panel said the Pegasus
phone tapping issue will definitely be
raised in the meeting and details will
be sought from the Government
AP]YP]3X\aXk?X^]TTa officials.
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he extent of human sufferT
ing brought on by the pandemic is immeasurable and
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there are many personal
tragedies unfolding across the
world. One such story is that of
a young Gujarati couple. The
husband who was suffering
from multi-organ failure after
getting the Covid infection and
was on a life support system,
has very slim chances of survival and his distraught wife is
desperate to have his child.
However, when all her
pleas to the Vadodara-based
hospital for help in her endeavour to conceive through In
Vitro
Fertilisation
(IVF)/Assisted Reproductive
Technology (ART) procedure
fell on deaf ears, the couple had
no choice but to approach the
Gujarat High Court (HC).
Playing safe, the hospital
was not allowing the couple to
get the IVF/ART procedure
done unless the wife got a court
order directing it to collect her
husband’s semen sample, her

lawyer Nilay Patel said. Hence,
she approached the HC with an
urgent plea, he said.
Thankfully, the HC understood the urgency and
poignancy of the situation and
directed the hospital to conduct
the IVF/ART procedure for the
collection of the semen sample
of the critical patient.
Considering it as an “extraordinary urgent situation,”
Justice Ashutosh J Shastri
directed the hospital to complete the procedure and keep
the sample stored in an appropriate place as per medical
advice and issued notices to the
State Government and the hospital’s director, and sought their
response on July 23.

he Jammu and Kashmir
administration has finally
removed the last bottleneck for
the issuance of domicile certificates to spouses of Kashmiri
women/men married outside
the Union Territory. So far,
children of such women were
entitled to receive domicile
certificates.
Ever since the UT administration started preparing
domicile certificates after the
abrogation of Article 370 in
August 2019, women married
outside the erstwhile State of
Jammu and Kashmir were facing piquant situations.
Initially, their children were
included in the list and now, the
UT administration has included spouses in the list of beneficiaries.
According to a notification
issued by the General
Administration department on
Tuesday, “In exercise of the
powers conferred by the proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution of India, read
with Section 15 of the Jammu
and Kashmir Civil Services
Act 2010, the Government
hereby directs in sub-rule (1) of

n a speech matching her
IChief
national aspirations, Bengal
Minister Mamata
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rule 5 of the Jammu and
Kashmir Grant of Domicile
Certificate Rules 220, after
S.No/Clause 6, the following
shall be added”.
The spouse of a domicile
certificate holder can get the
certificate upon submission of
certain documents, as a new
clause has been added under
the J&K Grant of Domicile
Certificate (Procedure) Rules,
2020. The power to grant the
category of domicile to the
spouse of domicile has been
conferred with the tehsildar.
The spouse is eligible to get
a certificate upon showing - 1)
Domicile certificate of his/her

5X[T_W^c^

spouse and 2) valid marriage
proof.
The order modified the
applicability of Domicile conditions to all levels of jobs in the
Union Territory of Jammu &
Kashmir under the Jammu &
Kashmir Civil Ser vices
(Decentralisation
and
Recruitment) Act.
Earlier,
the
J&K
Government had barred the
issuance of Permanent
Resident Certificates (PRCs) to
the husbands of all PRC
women married outside J&K.
In contrast to this, a PRC man
married outside could confer
PRC on his wife.

Banerjee on Wednesday urged
the national leaders of all
Opposition parties to sink their
differences and mint an antiBJP coalition ahead of the
2024 general elections to overthrow the “divisive, anti-poor
and pro-rich” saffron
Government.
“BJP carries bigger load of
virus than the corona”
that was aiming at finishing the
three democratic pillars
“elections, judiciar y and
media,” she said.
“I ask all the national leaders from all the States to make
a Front and start working on a
plan well in advance to overthrow this anti-people
Government from the Centre.
… there is no point starting late
because calling the doctor after
the disease has set in makes no
sense,” Banerjee said.

FTbc1T]VP[2<<P\PcP1P]TaYTT
bW^fbWTacP_TS_W^]TfWX[Tb_TPZX]V
^]cWT?TVPbdbb_hfPaTa^fSdaX]V
eXacdP[BPWXS3XePbX]:^[ZPcP
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She was delivering a
nationally-aired speech on the
occasion of Trinamool
Congress martyrs’ day.
Banerjee who was likely to
go to Delhi later this week said
she would appeal to the leaders like Sharad Pawar to
arrange for meetings where
all the parties could be taken
on board.
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imachal Chief Minister Jai
Ram
Thakur
on
H
Wednesday said that the State
Government is committed
towards the welfare of the
employees of the state and all
their genuine demands
are being redressed from time
to time.
The Chief Minister said
this while addressing the delegation of Himachal Pradesh
NGO Federation led by its
president Ashwani Thakur that
called him at Oak Over here.

Thakur said the employees
are the backbone of any
Government and played a vital
role in effective implementation
of the policies and programmes
of the State Government.
Employees are pillars of the
Government on whose shoulders the responsibility to implement the Government policies
lies, he added.
He added the employees of
the State had played an important role in effective management of Covid-19 in Himachal.
Despite the coronavirus pandemic, the State Government

has also ensured that the
employees get all their dues
from time to time, he said.
He also thanked the
employees of the state as they
stood with the State
Government during the testing
time of the pandemic.
The Chief Minister further
said that the State Government
would soon hold a meeting
with the employees so that
they get an opportunity to
take up their issues.
He assured the Federation
that the endeavour of the State
Government would be to ami-

7X\PRWP[2WXTU<X]XbcTa
9PXAP\CWPZdaP[b^daVTS
cWTT\_[^hTTbc^f^aZfXcW
VaTPcTaSTSXRPcX^]P]S
R^\\Xc\T]cc^\PZT
7X\PRWP[?aPSTbWP\^ST[
BcPcTX]cWTR^d]cah
cably resolve all the genuine
issues of the employees, as the
Government wants to maintain
cordial relations with its
employees.
Thakur also urged the
employees to work with greater
dedication and commitment to
make Himachal Pradesh a
model State in the country. He
assured the members of the
Federation that their interests
would be safeguarded at all cost
as they are part and parcel of
the Government.
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PNS n Chandigarh
Criticising the Punjab
Government for discriminating
against small and medium
enterprises and business entities in the State and giving huge
power subsidy to a few crony
industries, Aam Aadmi Party’s
(AAP) senior leader and the
Leader of Opposition in

Vidhan Sabha Harpal
Singh Cheema on Wednesday
said that the Congress-led
Government
should
stop the discrimination in giving power subsidy and other
concessions to the industrialists
and traders.
Cheema demanded that
the Punjab Government should
formulate a transparent, balanced, and streamlined policy
to provide more subsidies to
the industries, including electricity, to save the industry and
business world which was facing severe financial crisis due
to deadly policies and COVID
pandemic.

Alleging that the Congress
Government had discriminated against the industries of the
State in providing power supply and power subsidy, Cheema
said,
“The
Captain
Government is looting the
state’s treasury on a few of his
favourite industrialists. The
biggest hit in Punjab is small
and medium enterprises...Just
as the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is looting the coffers of
the entire countr y on
his few favorites, so is Capt
Amarinder Singh.”
Cheema said that the Chief
Minister should refrain from
benefiting his cronies.

!';f^\T]PS^[TbRT]c
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Chandigarh: Punjab Social
Security, Women and Child
Development Minister Aruna
Chaudhary informed that the
Department has so far sensitised
approximately 2.6 lakh women
and 20,000 adolescent girls of the
State since the inception of the
‘Anaemia Mukt Punjab’ campaign, besides continuously providing nutritious food to more
than three lakh children along
with pregnant and nursing
women.
“The State Government has
launched the Anaemia Mukt
Punjab’ campaign on July 7,
and since then, the Department,
through its Anganwari Workers
and helpers, conducted awareness activities in Anganwari
Centres and villages by strictly
complying to the COVID
appropriate behaviour protocols,” said the Minister.
She added Anaemia is one
of the issues of public health concern. Numerous initiatives have
been planned to address this
challenge in the State. A community-based event with a focus
on Anaemia is organised every
Wednesday. Apart from this,
social media platforms are being
used to create awareness about
Anaemia, she added.
The Minister said new
dietary recipes were also introduced last month under the
Supplementary Nutritional
Program which includes moong
daal, besan, soya flour, and soya
nuggets and this nutritious diet
is prepared by Markfed. PNS
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irtually playing his second inning in Punjab
Congress, the cricketer-turnedpolitician Navjot Singh Sidhu
on Wednesday was 62 not-out
while the Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh was restricted to just 15.
In a massive show of
strength, no less than 62 legislators, out of total 77, reached
Amritsar to show their support
to Sidhu — giving, in the
process, clear indications that
the Chief Minister’s ‘public
apology’ demand did not hold
any ground.
As majority of party legislators reached Sidhu’s Amritsar
residence for breakfast meeting
on Wednesday morning and
later accompanied him to the
Golden Temple, Durgiana
Mandir, and Ram Tirath Sthal,

they insisted that the Congress
party in Punjab is united and
there was “no need for an
apology”.
Contrary to the claims of
Sidhu camp, an MLA close to
the Chief Minister maintained
that only 42 legislators have
reached Amritsar, of which
three were Aam Aadmi Party’s
(AAP) rebel leaders who have
recently shifted loyalties
towards the Congress party.
Notably, Congress has a
total 77 legislators, besides
three AAP rebel MLAs have
also joined the party recently,
thus having the support of a
total 80 legislators in a House
of 117.
The development assumes
significance as it comes amidst
a public tussle between Sidhu
and Capt Amarinder, who was
strongly opposed to the former
cricketer’s elevation to the
party’s apex post in Punjab.
Even as the party high
command wanted to put an
end to Punjab Congress’ internal crisis and power struggle by
appointing Sidhu as Punjab

Pradesh Congress Committee
(PPCC) president, the gulf
between the two warring leaders has only widened. In fact,
the Chief Minister, a day before,
had made it clear that he would
not be meeting Sidhu till he
apologies in public.
Sources have informed The
Pioneer that Sidhu has written
to the Chief Minister inviting
him for his coronation ceremony on July 23 (Friday).
However, the Chief Minister’s
Office (CMO) has, till the filing of this report, refused to
have received any communiqué from the newly-appointed Punjab Congress chief.
Available information suggests that Sidhu’s letter to the
Chief Minister has been signed
by about 60 Congress legislators. Besides, the cricketerturned-politician has also invited All India Congress
Committee (AICC) member
and in-charge of the party’s
affair in Punjab Harish Rawat
to the programme.
It has also been learnt that
PPCC’s one of the four newly-

appointed working presidents
Kuljit Singh Nagra would be
meeting the Chief Minister on
Thursday to personally invite
him for the coronation ceremony of Sidhu and the four
working presidents.
“Sidhu will formally
assume the charge of the state
party chief at Chandigarh on
Friday and expects all the
senior leaders including the
Chief Minister to be present at
the event,” said Nagra.
Along with Sidhu, the
Congress high command has
appointed four working presidents — Kuljit Singh Nagra and
Pawan Goel are from Malwa
region, while Sukhwinder
Singh Danny is from Majha
region, and Sangat Singh
Gilzian is from Doaba region.
Capt Amarinder has all
along been opposing Sidhu’s
appointment on the party’s top
post, but finally conceded with
the condition that the latter has
to apologise publicly for his
‘150-odd derogatory tweets’.
Other than that, Capt
Amarinder had demanded say

in government and party matters, with the high command
assuring him that four working
presidents would be of his
choice.
However, in a clear snub to
the Chief Minister, the Delhi
Durbar did not consider the
candidates close to Capt
Amarinder even for the posts
of working presidents.

NO NEED FOR
APOLOGY: MLAs
A day after senior most
Cabinet Minister Brahm
Mohindra refused to meet
Sidhu till he resolves his issues
with the Chief Minister, the legislators present at Sidhu’s residence maintained that there
was no need for an apology.
“Why should Sidhu apologise (to CM)? It’s not a public
issue. The Chief Minister has
not solved many issues. In that
case, he should also apologise
to the public,” said Sidhu’s
close aide and Congress MLA
Pargat Singh.
Another MLA Madan Lal
Jalalpur, considered a strong

Capt Amarinder loyalist, also
maintained that Sidhu should
not apologise because it is the
Chief Minister’s duty to address
the concerns of people of his
state, even if it is against him.
“Sidhu is not just Sidhu
anymore; he is the Punjab
Congress president. He has
nothing to apologise for.
Although, yes, Sidhu should
respect him since he is like a
father to us all,” said Jalalpur,
adding that the party and the
Chief Minister have to work
together to be successful.
“I have faith that the 2022
Assembly polls will be won
because of Sidhu. CM’s advisers are misleading him. Due to
this, Punjab is going backward....The day Sidhu was
appointed as the Punjab party
president, about five percent of
votes for Congress increased.
The youth, who were leaving
Congress and joining the AAP,
came back because of this. I am
sure that at least 20 percent of
votes for Congress will increase
because of Sidhu,” he added.
Cabinet
Minister

Sukhjinder Randhawa, who
was behind organising
Amritsar’s meeting, told the
reporters he was surprised at
the Chief Minister’s “behaviour”. “Sidhu’s elevation as state
unit chief has to be respected
and accepted by all, irrespective
of whatever differences there
might have been in the past,” he
said.
Randhawa said that even
senior leaders Partap Singh
Bajwa and Sukhpal Singh
Khaira earlier were at loggerheads with Capt Amarinder
but now they have sunk their
differences. “Why can’t the
Chief Minister sink his differences with Sidhu,” Randhawa
asked.
Gidderbaha
MLA
Amarinder Singh Raja Warring
said that the leaders should not
ask each other to apologise at
this level.

SIDHU, WORKING
PRESIDENTS TO TAKE
CHARGE ON JULY 23
The newly-appointed
Punjab Pradesh Congress

Committee (PPCC) president
Navjot Singh Sidhu, along with
his four working presidents,
would formally take over reins
of the state unit at a function on
Friday (July 23).
It has been learnt that all
senior leaders are expected to
attend the event though a formal list is being drawn out.
With differences between him
and Capt Amarinder Singh
continuing to persist, it remains
to be seen whether the Chief
Minister attends the event.
SIDHU TO LEAD
PROTEST MARCH TO
GUV TODAY
After becoming the Punjab
Congress president, Navjot
Singh Sidhu will reach
Chandigarh on Thursday to
lead the party’s “protest march”
towards the Raj Bhavan from
the Sector 15 Congress Bhawan
over Pegasus Snoopgate. Sidhu,
along with party leaders including Cabinet Ministers and
MLAs, will submit a memorandum to the Punjab
Governor VP Singh Badnore.
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aryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar on
Wednesday hit out at the
Congress over the Pegasus
snooping row, and accused its
leaders of joining hands with
those forces who want to tarnish India’s image.
Khattar while coming
down heavily on Congress for
creating ruckus in the ongoing
monsoon session of the
Parliament over ‘phone tapping’ issue said that Congress
has a habit of raising allegations
rather than discussing development issues.
“Our party has nothing to
do with spying or phone tapping. If at all there is any party
who has a habit of hatching spying conspiracies and destabilizing popular governments, it is
definitely Congress”, the Chief
Minister said while addressing
a press conference here.
Condemning, Congress for
supporting
Amnesty
International, an agency that
had first published a report
about snooping on personal
data of ministers and journalists in India with the help of
Israeli spyware called Pegasus,
Khattar said that in the last
seven years, as Narendra Modi
led government did not give
Congress a chance to raise
valid issues therefore like their

previous times, this time also
they hatched a conspiracy to
defame and malign the Indian
democracy.
He also targeted Amnesty
International, saying the agenda of the organisation, “which
had failed to disclose its source
of funding, is well-known”.
Continuing his tirade
against the Congress, Khattar
said “It is unfortunate how
Congress rather than discussing development issues is
supporting international agencies and left-wing organizations
to damage India’s democratic
fabric. Congress is not going to
gain anything by doing these
petty things to malign the
image of India. The country is
watching them.”
“Congress never believed
in running the country democratically. Today, they are raising their voice against ‘phone
tapping’ by just believing the
reports published in international agencies and a Leftwing portal but I would like to
remind them that when
Congress was at the Centre,
they themselves had used surveillance as a tool to spy on its
own leaders,” he said.
Citing an example, the
Chief Minister said that several evidences along with media
reports are there highlighting
how Congress had not only
spied on their own party lead-

NQRRS!

ers as well as former Railway
Minister Mamata Banerjee and
other leaders too.
He also raked up snooping
allegations levelled against the
opposition party in the past,
including a row involving then
Union Ministers Pranab
Mukherjee
and
P
Chidambaram.
Not only this, Congress’s
pivotal role in the fall of the
then Chandra Shekhar government is also known to
everyone. At that time too,
Congress had falsely alleged
that two policemen belonging
to Haryana CID had spied on
Late Rajiv Gandhi near his residence 10 Janpath, though
Congress was never able to
prove their allegations, he
added
Further targeting the
Congress, he said it has been
revealed that around 9,000
phones were monitored during
the previous UPA regime.
He said that Parliament
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aryana Government has
engaged M/s Ernst and
H
Young LLP (EY) to conduct
value chain studies for important horticulture crops of the
state.
Value chain studies have
been completed on six important crops in the state that is
Kinnow, tomato, potato, strawberry, capsicum and ginger,
said an official spokesman.
He said that this report was
presented in the General Body
meeting of Small Farmer AgriBusiness Consortium Haryana
(SFACH) chaired by Additional
Chief Secretary, Agriculture

and Farmers’ Welfare department, Sumita Misra. During
the study various gaps were
noticed at production, harvest, post-harvest and marketing stage.
The spokesman said that
EY in collaboration with
Horticulture Department and
Small Farmer Agri-Business
Consortium Haryana (SFACH)
is addressing these gaps at
every stage of the value chain
and handholding the FPOs in
quality management and marketing of the produce. By way
of the market linkages of FPOs
with modern retailers and processing industries, significant
increase in the income of FPOs

has been observed, he said
The state has taken major
strides in horticulture development through handholding
support of Farmer Producer
Organizations (FPO) by collectivization of farmers,
through Crop Cluster-Based
approach, the spokesman
added. On this occasion, Dr.
Arjun Singh Saini, Director
General
Horticulture
Department, Dr. Hardeep
Singh, Director General
Agriculture Department, Dr.
Ranbir Singh, Joint Director
Horticulture and senior
Officers of horticulture department and other line departments were present.

would have taken up many
important issues pertaining to
various sections, including the
youth, women, farmers and
backward classes, but the opposition stalled the proceedings.
“Congress’ target has
always been that when some
good things are to take shape
in the country, it joins hands
with some forces to derail
things,” he alleged.
“They are not creating
obstacles in the functioning of
the government, but in the
country’s progress. Congress’
black deeds will never succeed
in the country,” the Chief
Minister said.
When asked about the
claim that Pegasus spyware is
sold only to the government,

Khattar quipped, “No, private
agencies also procure it from
them. Now, it may be that private agencies take it from them
privately and not declare it.”
Notably, an international
media consortium reported on
Sunday that over 300 verified
mobile phone numbers, including of two ministers, over 40
journalists, three opposition
leaders besides scores of business persons and activists in
India could have been targeted for hacking using Pegasus
spyware. Meanwhile, talking
about Haryana, Khattar said
that Congress has always questioned the State Government
over the increasing unemployment rate in Haryana, by referring to a Centre for Monitoring
Indian Economy (CMIE)
report which doesn’t even have
any credibility.
He said that under the
ambitious scheme Parivar
Pehchan Patra being run by the
Citizen Resource Information
Department, almost every family in the state has been registered, in which people have
declared their own unemployment, which is only 6 per cent.
When the people of the state
themselves are declaring the
unemployment rate, on what
basis are the leaders of the
opposition saying that the
unemployment rate is increasing in Haryana, he added.
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aryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar on
H
Wednesday heard the grievances of various delegations
during Janta Darbar held at
Haryana Niwas here and gave
necessary directions to the
officers on the spot for their
redressal.
A delegation of ITI instructors met the Chief Minister
during the Janta Darbar and
put forth their demand for
regular and permanent recruitment, regarding which the
Chief Minister immediately
gave necessary directions.
The
delegation
of
Narnaund Anaj Mandi
Association, Hisar placed its
demands before the Chief
Minister, urging the officials to
compensate for the loss of 50
percent wheat. The Chief
Minister took strict cognizance
of the matter and ordered the
Additional Chief Secretary,
Food, Civil Supplies and
Consumer Affairs Department,
Anurag Rastogi to make recovery against the nine officials
with immediate effect and said
that half of the loss incurred by
the government should be
compensated by the guilty officials.
Urban Estate Welfare

Association, Karnal also placed
many problems related to the
estate area before the Chief
Minister, who ordered the
Chief Administrator, Haryana
Shehri Vikas Pradhikaran that
a special camp should be organized for the people of the area
on August 2, at 11:00 am at
Estate Office, Karnal and everyone should be issued OCs on
the spot. The same delegation
raised the issue of double
billing being done by the
Municipal Corporation in the
construction of roads, about
which the Chief Minister
ordered an immediate inquiry
and asked to submit a report
within a month.
The newly elected executive
team of Haryana Roadways
Employees Union demanded
several policy decisions regarding the department, regarding
which Khattar asked the department to give its comments in
writing within seven days. The
delegation of Bahadurgarh
Footwear apprised the Chief
Minister about the problems
being faced by the ongoing
farmers’ movement, in light of
which the Chief Minister
ordered DGP Manoj Yadava to
take up the matter in this
regard. Union of Bahadurgarh
Modern Industrial Estate
apprised the Chief Minister

about the slow pace of construction of sewer and roads, in
light of which Khattar ordered
Managing Director, HSIIDC,
Anurag Agarwal to start construction from Monday itself.
Several industry associations raised the issue of delay
in getting fire NOCs, on which
the Chief Minister ordered the
officers of the Urban Local
Bodies Department to immediately investigate and take
strict action against the guilty
officials. The delegation of
Ayurvedic Medical Officers
also placed their demands
before the Chief Minister who
ordered to do away with the
mandatory CCH test for the
NHM personnel in the future
and asked the Department to
pay an honorarium of Rs
15,000 per month to the existing employees so that they can
give the CCH test through
Indira Gandhi National Open
University so that no employee is fired during the CHC test.
Veterinary and Livestock
Development
Assistant
Association thanked the Chief
Minister for fulfilling the
demands placed in the last
Janata Darbar and demanded
to make Science in class XII
mandatory for those opting for
Veterinary and Livestock
Development Assistant course.
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o provide ease of doing
business and cutting down
the compliances for the trade
and industry in the border
state, Punjab Government has
decided to reduce the costs of
mandatory compliances for
the MSMEs.
This will be done by implementing the recommendations
submitted by the Global
Alliance
for
Mass
Entrepreneurship (GAME), said
state Chief Secretary Vini
Mahajan, while chairing a highlevel meeting on Wednesday.
Reviewing the implementation of the GAME recommendations, the Chief Secretary
directed the departments of
Labour, Local Government,

Printing and Stationery, and
Governance Reforms to expedite the implementation of these
recommendations aimed at further cutting down the costs of
mandatory compliances,
deemed as red tape, to ensure
ease of doing business and
maintain a congenial environment to boost the trade and
industry in the landlocked state.
It was informed at the
meeting that the Labour
Department has already
accepted 22 of 33 recommendations made by GAME.
The Chief Secretary asked
the Labour Department to
consider the recommendations
on the standing order exemptions for industry.
Mahajan also instructed
the Printing and Stationery

Department to implement the
recommendation of the GAME
for improvising the online egazette portal with investorfriendly searchable feature,
while instructing to merge the
online public grievances redressal mechanism developed by the
Governance Reforms department with the Invest Punjab
Business First Portal for early
resolution of grievances of
MSMEs as per the recommendation of GAME.

Principal
Secretar y
Industries and Commerce,
Alok Shekhar, apprised the
Chief Secretary that the Local
Government Department was
working on reducing the stages
of mandatory fire NOC and
was asked to consider abolishing trade licence or merging it
with the registration of shop
and establishment being granted by the Labour department.
He further informed that
the GAME has identified several

NOCs being issued by various
departments and has recommended their rationalisation.
Shekhar proposed the recommended rationalisation in
consultation with the concerned departments and to
put forth the proposal before
the Council of Ministers for
freezing the requirement of
several NOCs for setting up of
business in the state.
Notably, the Punjab
Government had signed a
MoU with the GAME in
November 2020. The GAME
was working closely with the
state departments to reduce the
costs of compliances for
MSMEs that will help further
improve the congenial business
environment for MSMEs in
Punjab.
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nder the direct loan
scheme run by the Punjab
U
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unjab Chief Secretary Vini
Mahajan on Wednesday
P
said that the newly-created
post of Additional Deputy
Commissioner
(Urban
Development) in all the 23 districts will further improve efficiency in the functioning of
urban local bodies and
strengthen coordination with
the District Administration to
ensure holistic urban development in the State.
Mahajan, chairing a maiden introductory meeting with
the Additional Deputy
Commissioners
(Urban
Development) in the presence
of the Deputy Commissioners,

said that these 23 posts have
been created, one each at all district headquarters, in place of
the Regional Deputy Directors
Local Government (DDLGs)
which have been scrapped. The
ADCs (UD) will also be the exofficio additional CEOs of the
Punjab Water Supply and
Sewerage Board (PWSSB).
Welcoming the newly-appointed officers, Mahajan directed
the Deputy Commissioners to
provide adequate office space
and requisite staff, mainly consisting of MIS and IT experts,
SWM, wastewater specialists,
and assistant programme officer (Housing) and (NULM), to
all the newly appointed ADCs
in their respective districts.

F

ormer Har yana Chief
Minister and Indian
National Lok Dal supremo OP
Chautala on Wednesday said
that the ongoing farmers’ agitation will force the Central
Government to scrap the
“black farm laws”.
Chautala who visited Tikri
border to extend his support to
the farmers’ agitation said that
the protest of the farmers is getting stronger day by day, due to
which the government will be
forced to repeal all the three agricultural laws. This fight is not
only of farmers and laborers but
of the whole country and the
eyes of the whole world are on
the farmers’ movement, he said
while addressing the protesting
farmers. A day before, the INLD

chief had visited Ghazipur and
Palwal borders where farmers
have been protesting against
Centre’s three farm laws.
Chautala, while targeting
the BJP government at the
Centre and in Haryana said
that the BJP is anti-farmer and
the government of capitalists.
It has been more than eight
months since the farmers’
movement, but the government is not ready to listen to
the voice of the farmers. There
is a lot of anger among the
farmers of the country against
the government, he said.
The INLD chief said that
all his life former Deputy Prime
Minister Devi Lal struggled to
ensure that farmers, weaker
sections and other common
people get their due. We want
to realise the dreams of the late

Chaudhary Devi Lal, he said.
These farm laws should be
withdrawn. India is an agriculture-based country and agriculture is the backbone of the
Indian economy. The INLD
will stand by the farmers and
continue to fight for farmers’
rights, he added. Notably,
Chautala (86) was released
from Delhi’s Tihar jail earlier
this month where he was serving a 10-year sentence in a
teachers’ recruitment scam.
Chautala’s younger son Abhay
Chautala, INLD’s lone legislator had resigned from the
Haryana Assembly in protest
against the farm laws while his
grandson and Deputy Chief
Minister Dushyant Chautala’s
JJP is part of the coalition government in Haryana, which
supports the laws.
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Development and Finance
Corporation, the income limit
for borrowing has been raised
from Rs one lakh to Rs three
lakhs.
“The State Government
has extended the powers to
sanction loans up to Rs one
lakh to the district managers of
the corporation at the district
level for the expeditious disposal of debt cases for the
convenience of people,” said the
state
Social
Justice,
Empowerment, and Minorities
Minister Sadhu Singh
Dharmsot on Wednesday.
He said that similarly, the

district level screening committees are revised and a new
committee at the state level has
been constituted under the
chairmanship of Social Justice,
Empowerment, and Minority
Officer to provide loan to the
needy as soon as possible.
Dharmsot said that the
main objective of the
Corporation is to provide low
interest rate loans to the
Scheduled Castes and persons
with disabilities for selfemployment occupations such
as dairy farms, grocery shops,
clothing shops, shuttering
work, lumbering, higher education loans, so that their economic status can be raised and
they can be lifted out from the
poverty line.
The Minister further said

that the Corporation has provided financial assistance of Rs
2,293.73 lakh to 2,116 beneficiaries even during the difficult
times of COVID-19 during
the current financial year 20212022. The Corporation had
set a target of disbursing Rs 40
crore to 1,400 borrowers, under
which loan-subsidy of Rs
624.81 lakh has been disbursed
to 562 beneficiaries so far.
Punjab Government during its tenure of almost four
years has extended loans of Rs
8,066.23 lakh to 8,590 eligible
and needy SC youth. In addition, the State Government
has given huge relief to the
debtors by waiving the debts of
14,260 beneficiaries amounting
to Rs 4,540.80 lakh, he
added.
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he Central Board of
Secondar y Education
T
(CBSE) on Wednesday extended the deadline for schools to
prepare the Class 12th results
to July 25. Earlier, the deadline
was July 22.
This means, now both the
Class 10th and 12th Board
results, would be delayed as the
time for declaration of Class
10th results by early this week
has already passed.
Without indicating that
there could be delay in declaration of the Board results, the
CBSE said that along with
University Grants Commission
(UGC), it is looking into the
interest of all the students and
hence, the university regulator
would be synchronising admis-

sion schedule based on the
result of these students as it was
done by the UGC in the last
academic session.
CBSE examination controller Sanyam Bhardwaj noted
that the teachers involved in the
result preparation process are
under stress and getting panicky.
“With the last date for
finalising the results approaching fast, the teachers are panicky and committing mistakes
and sending requests to CBSE
to rectify these. CBSE is well
aware about the constraints
and problems faced by the
schools and teachers,”
Bhardwaj said in an official
order.
“Accordingly, CBSE has
decided to extend the last
date from July 22 to 25.

Schools may continue to work
towards compiling the result to
avoid any last minute rush. In
case, any school is left to complete the moderation of marks,
the result of such schools will
be declared separately,” he
added.
With the board exams
being cancelled in view of the
aggressive second wave of
Covid-19, schools have been
tasked with tabulation of
results using a separate alternative assessment policy
announced by the CBSE for
the two classes.
The CBSE, however, did
not clarify whether extending
the deadline for schools will
cause a delay in declaration of
results which are due to be
declared latest by July 31.
The CBSE also announced
that it will conduct exams for
private category of candidates
between August 16 and
September 15 as per the policy framed by the Supreme
Court and the conduct of
examinations of this category
has been necessitated because
the students are enrolled
directly with the Board for
which no evaluation can be
conducted as compared to
school or open based system.
The delay would also be
due to certain logistical problems as some of the States have
cited problems arising out of
floods and heavy rains.
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tating that after partition
India took care of minorities
but Pakistan did not do so, RSS
head Mohan Bhagwat on
Wednesday said the CAA-NRC
(Citizenship Amendment ActNational Register of Citizens)
Is not against anyone and has
nothing to do with Muslim citizens of India.
Bhagwat said "secularism"
is a concept practised by Indian
civilisation long before it was
born in the modern sense of
the term. He said some communities always want others to
be like them whereas India
from time immemorial
respected diversity.
He said no one in India
need to fear from the CAANRC .
“The CAA-NRC is not a
law made against any Indian
citizen. Muslim citizens of

India will not be harmed by the
CAA. Some people have made
it a Hindu-Muslim issue to take
political benefits. For political
gains, both subjects [CAANRC] have been made the
subject of Hindu-Muslim. It is
not the subject of HinduMuslim,” Bhagwat said.
The RSS leader was speak-

ing at the launch of a book
titled, “Citizenship Debate over
NRC and CAA, Assam and the
Politics of History” authored by
Nani Gopal Mahanta in
Guwahati. The event was also
attended by Assam Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma. Bhagwat said that after
the partition of India, the new
nations had promised to take
care of their respective minority communities.
“We are following it till
today. But Pakistan did not. All
the people fought against the
British with the dream that
there would be an independent
country.
Consent of [Indian] people
was not taken at the time of
partition of the country. If
consensus had been sought at
that time, the country would
not have been partitioned. But
the leaders took the decision
and the public accepted it,” he
said.
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T

he new Civil Aviation
Minister Jyotiraditya
Scindia on Wednesday formed
three committees comprising
airlines, airport operators,
cargo carriers, ground handling companies, flying training organisations and maintenance, repair and overhaul
companies to advise him on
critical issues of the sector.
Scindia will himself chair
the committees, which will
meet once every month to sort
out regulatory, financial or
other issues. The committees
comprise top officials from
the Ministry and organisations
like Airport Authority of India
(AAI), Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA) and
Airports Economic Regulatory
Authority of India (AERA)
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“A large number of people
had to be evicted [from their
homes] after the partition decision. Even today, these people
are getting evicted. What is
their fault? Who will think
about them? It’s our moral
duty to help those people,”
Mohan Bhagwat said.
“We don’t have any problems with any religion, language or creed. The problem
starts when someone with the
intent of domination tries to
impose uniformity, ” said the
RSS leader.
“The NRC is a method to
know that who is the citizen of
our country. It is not against
any particular religion. In the
politics of the country, it will be
considered only according to
the political mileage. Some
people will bring this on communal lines. They make this a
Hindu-Muslim issue, but this is
not a Hindu-Muslim issue,” he
said.
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JP president JP Nadda on
Wednesday appointed
Prem Shukla and Shazia Ilmi
as its national spokespersons.
Both BJP members have been
speaking for the party and
defending it on various issues

in the media. Shukla is from
Mumbai while Ilmi belongs to
Delhi. The party currently has
25 national spokespersons,
including its media department head and chief
spokesperson Anil Baluni.
Ilmi has been a former Aam
Aadmi Party leader and an ex-

television anchor.
More changes and
appointments are expected to
be effected in the party following the July seven major
rejig in the council of ministers and exit of Ravi Shankar
Prasad and Prakash Javadekar
from the cabinet.

and key representatives from
the private sector.
Taking to Twitter, the
Ministry of Civil Aviation said:
“Under the chairmanship of the
Honourable Minister of Civil
Aviation, Shri Jyotiraditya
Scindia, the Ministry of Civil
Aviation (MoCA) has formed
three advisory groups comprising airlines, airport operators and MRO, cargo carriers,
FTOs and ground handling
companies.”
The groups shall meet regularly to deliberate upon issues
and resolve challenges facing
each sector. Orders have been
issued for the same,” it added.
According to the ministry,
the airline group has among its
members three promoters —
IndiGo’s Rahul Bhatia,
SpiceJet’s Ajay Singh and
GoAir’s
Ness
Wadia;
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CEO/CMDs — AirAsia India’s
Sunil Bhaskaran, Vistara’s
Bhaskar Bhat, Air India’s Rajiv
Bansal and Alliance Air CEO.
This group will advise on issues
like how to enhance domestic
and international connectivity,
improve passenger experience
and financial viability of airlines and on regulatory matters.
According to the Aviation
Ministry’s order on July 20, the
first group would advise the
government on issues such as
safeguarding the viability of airlines, enhancing the domestic
and international connectivity,
promotion of passenger and
cargo services, manpower
skilling in the aviation sector
and development of India as a
hub for passenger travel, cargo
and MRO services.
The second group comprises top officials of major

T

he Swadeshi Jagaran Manch
(SJM) on Wednesday suggested a host of amendments to
the proposed consumer protection e-commerce rules and
said the Government must also
make provisions for the protection of the traders and service
providers associated with the ecommerce giants.
In its suggestions to the
Department of Consumer
Affairs, the SJM said there is a
general impression that the
rules are applicable to all the
parties involved in e-commerce,
“which is not true”, as the
Consumer Protection Act does
not apply to the traders and service providers.
“It is, therefore, suggested
that this aspect must be clarified
by way of clarification by the
(consumer affairs) ministry,
and the Department for
Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT) must
make suitable rules for the protection of traders and service
providers who avail services
through e-commerce for commercial purposes,” the outfit
said.

“Small traders on Amazon,
Flipkart-Walmart; drivers on
Uber, Ola etc.; small restaurants
involved in Zomato etc.; hairdressers, carpenters, electricians and others on Urban Clap
etc.; and many other workers are
subject to severe hardships by
these e-commerce giants, having no protection at all against
exploitation,” it said. The SJM
said there are many traders
and service providers, which are
not getting any protection under
the law, due to the “inadequate
or non-existent” e-commerce
laws.
The SJM termed the provision for compulsory registration
of e-commerce entities under
the proposed rules as “a welcome step”, saying it will go a
long way to regulate the e-commerce giants “for any wrongdoings by them”. “However, it is
suggested, to avoid any hardship
to e-commerce entities with a
very small consumer base in
India, a threshold may be prescribed for compulsory registration,” it said.
This would save the small ecommerce players from “avoidable compliances”, it said and
suggested that the definition of

micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME) “may be adopted” to define small e-commerce
players in the proposed rules.
It also sought changes in
the wordings of the rules for the
registration of e-companies to
bring under its ambit even
those e-commerce entities that
do not set up offices in India
but still have “lots of revenue”
being generated from the consumers located in the country.
The SJM suggested that the
rules should provide for capacity building for inspection and
enforcement of e-commerce
transactions, unfair trade practices, manipulation of prices,
search algorithm and other
technical aspects of digital transactions with a consumer protection perspective. “E-courts
may be established for the consumers’ grievances redressal,” it
said.
The SJM noted that e-commerce companies under the
proposed rules are required to
appoint those as chief compliance officers, nodal contact
persons and resident grievance
officers who are residents and
citizens of the country.
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seventh batch of three more
A
Rafale fighter jets arrived in
India after flying non-stop for a
distance of almost 8,000 km
from France, in a further boost
to the strike capability of the
Indian Air Force (IAF).
The new batch of the aircraft
will be part of the IAF’s second
squadron of the Rafale jets.
The aircraft were provided
mid-air refuelling by the air force
of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE).
Three Rafale aircraft arrived
in India a short while ago,
after a direct ferry from
#IstresAirBase, France. IAF
deeply appreciates the support
by UAE Air Force for in-flight
refuelling during the non-stop
ferry,” the IAF said in a tweet.
Following the arrival of the
new batch, the number of Rafale
jets with the IAF went up to 24.
The new
squadron of Rafale jets will be
based in Hasimara airbase in
West Bengal. The first Rafale
squadron is based in the
Ambala air force station.
A squadron comprises
around 18 aircraft. India had
signed an inter-governmental
agreement with France in
September 2016 for the procurement of 36 Rafale fighter
jets at a cost of around C58,000
crore.

“
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iving a boost to the
prowess of the mechanised
G
infantry soldiers in the battlefield, the Defence Research
and Development Organisation
(DRDO) on Wednesday successfully test fired an indigenously developed manportable anti-tank guided missile.
The fire and forget missile
can destroy enemy tank at a
range of more three-four kms
and just weighs 15-16 kilos.
Giving details of the test,
Defence Ministry officials said
here the DRDO successfully
flight-tested indigenously missile. It was launched from a
man portable launcher integrated with thermal site and the
target was mimicking a tank.
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he
World
Health
Organization (WHO) said
T
on Wednesday the highly contagious Delta variant of SarsCov-2 has been identified in
124 countries and is expected
to become the dominant strain
worldwide within months. The
rapid transmission of the ‘variant of concern’ first detected in
India appears to be driven by
multiple factors, including
relaxation of social distancing
measures and inequitable vaccine distribution around the
world, the WHO said.
“It is expected that it will
rapidly out-compete other variants and become the dominant
circulating lineage over the
coming months,” the UN
health agency said in its weekly epidemiological update.
Of the three other coronavirus variants of concern
(VOCs), Alpha, first detected in
Britain, has been reported in
180 territories (up six from last
week), Beta, first detected in
South Africa, in 130 (up seven)
and Gamma, first detected in
Brazil, in 78 (up three).
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The missile hit the target in
direct attack mode and
destroyed it with precision.
Officials said the test has
validated the minimum range
successfully. All the mission
objectives were met. The missile has already been successfully flight tested for the maximum range.
The missile is incorporated with state-of-the-art
Miniaturised Infrared Imaging
Seeker along with advanced
avionics. The test brings the
development of indigenous
third generation man portable
Anti-Tank Guided Missile close
to completion. Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh congratulated the DRDO and the
industry for the successful test.
In another test, the DRDO
scientists successfully flight-
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Indian airport operators -Airports Authority of India
Chairman Sanjeev Kumar,
GMR Group Business
Chairman G B S Raju, Adani
Group Vice President Jeet
Adani and Bangalore
International Airport Limited
Chief Executive Officer Hari K
Marar.
Another
Aviation
Ministry’s order stated that the
second group would advise
the government on issues
including enhancing the airport capacity, infrastructure
augmentation and modernisation, increasing passenger facilities and amenities at airports
and regulatory issues concerning airports.
The group will be meeting
every month to suggest steps
required to enhance airport
capacity, infrastructure modernisation and improving customer experience.
The third advisory group
would comprise four subgroups: one each on MRO,
ground handling, cargo and
FTO. Each of the sub-group
would have four industry
executives as members who
work in that particular industry.
It will also spell out steps
needed to be taken to expand
this sector.
Scheduled domestic passenger traffic was suspended in
India for about two months
between March 25 and May 24
last year due to the coronavirus-induced lockdown.
Since June 2020, the domestic
traffic had been on a path of
recovery when the second wave
of the pandemic hit India during April and May this year.

According to SARS-CoV2 sequences submitted to the
GISAID global science initiative over the four weeks to July
20, the Delta variant is wreaking havoc across the globe and
now accounts for more than 75
per cent of coronavirus disease
(Covid-19) cases in several
countries including India,
Bangladesh,
Australia,
South Africa, Britain,
Singapore, Indonesia, Russia,
and China among others, as per
the report.
The US health officials
said on Tuesday that the variant of concern accounts for

about 83 per cent of cases in the
United States, threatening the
gains made through the massive vaccination drive.
“Growing evidence supports the increased transmissibility of the Delta variant as
compared to non-VOCs.
However, the exact mechanism for the increase in transmissibility remains unclear,”
said the WHO.
The Geneva-based organisation said overall, 3.4 million
new Covid-19 cases were
reported in the week to July 18
-- up 12 per cent on the week
before.
“At this rate, it is expected
that the cumulative number of
cases reported globally could
exceed 200 million in the next
three weeks,” said the WHO.
Over the past week,
Indonesia reported the highest
number of new Covid-19 cases,
followed by Britain, Brazil,
India, and the US. Despite a
worrying rise in coronavirus
cases per capita, the UK has
removed virtually all restrictions, prompting experts to
warn the country about the
impending threat.
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tested the New Generation
Akash Missile (Akash-NG), a
surface-to-air Missile from
Integrated Test Range (ITR) off
the coast of Odisha on
Wednesday. The Akash missile
can take down a hostile incoming target at a range of 25 to 30
km. The flight trial was conducted at around 12:45 PM
from a land-based platform
with all weapon system elements such as Multifunction
Radar, Command, Control &
Communication System and
launcher participating in
deployment configuration.
The missile system has
been developed by Defence
Research and Development
Laborator y
(DRDL),
Hyderabad in collaboration
with other DRDO laboratories.
The launch was witnessed by

the representatives of the IAF.
In order to capture flight
data, ITR deployed a number
of Range stations like, Electro
Optical Tracking System, Radar
and Telemetry. The flawless
performance of the entire
weapon system has been confirmed by complete flight data
captured by these systems.
During the test, the missile
demonstrated high manoeuvrability required for neutralising fast and agile aerial
threats.
Once deployed, the AkashNG weapon system will prove
to be a force multiplier for the
air defence capability of the
IAF. Production agencies
Bharat Electronics Limited
(BEL) and Bharat Dynamics
Limited (BDL) also participated in the trials.
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he CRPF has accorded
approval for two months’
T
refresher course for its medical
officers in 10 departments at
the Safdarjung Hospital here in
order to be upgraded and better equipped to handle various
medical complications, including post-Covid complications,
of its personnel.
The proposal of the
Medical Directorate of the
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) for imparting refresher course to the doctors has
been approved by the paramilitary chief Kuldiep Singh, officials said, adding the
Safdarjung Hospital has also
approved the course of the
paramilitary doctors. CRPF
doctors to be imparted the
refresher course will cover the
departments of medicine,
orthopedics, nephrology, neurology, respiratory medicine,
surgery, ophthalmology, radiology, cardiology and sports
medicine.
The Inspector General
(Medical) has invited nominations of two doctors each from
various departments latest by
July 26 for the fourth batch.

Three batches have already
completed the refresher course,
they said. “Refresher courses
help the doctors in updating
any advancement in their
respective
discipline.
Safdarjung Hospital being a big
medical establishment handles
a large number of patients and
also has elaborate departments
in various subjects and the
refresher course to the CRPF
doctors will help in enriching
and updating the subject
knowledge,” a medical official
of the paramilitary said.
As on July 18, the CRPF led
the pack among various paramilitary forces with most number of coronavirus infections
having a tally of 25,067 Covid19-hit personnel out of which
24,732 patients have been
cured and 127 personnel died
due to viral disease, which the
highest casualty figure for any
paramilitary due to the pandemic.
As on July 18, the Force has
208 active cases. In addition to
these serving personnel, a
number of their dependents
have also been said to be either
infected with the disease or
undergoing post-Covid treatment.
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he CPI(M)-led Kerala
T
Government has come
under attack from a young
woman in Kollam alleging that
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan
was helping a member of his
council of Ministers who misused his official position to
hush up a sexual assault
case.
A K Saseendran, Minister
of forests and the lone representative of the NCP in the
Kerala Government has been
accused by the lady and her
father of threatening them
from going ahead with a sexual assault case against the
former’s friend, a business
man.
The audio clip featuring
the Minister’s telephonic conversation with the lady and her
father has been in circulation
in the vernacular media for the

last two days. Saseendran is no
stranger to such allegations
because during the previous
tenure of the Pinarayi Vijayan
Government, he had to resign
following charges of seeking
sexual favours from another
lady.
Saseendran was re-admitted to the council of Ministers
following a settlement reached
with the complainant. But this
time, the charges are more
serious as the minister’s voice
is discernible in the audio
clip.
Though he dismissed the
allegations, Saseendran admitted that he had tried to broker
peace with both the parties as
they were members of the
NCP. P C Chacko, president of
Kerala NCP, pooh poohed the
opposition UDF’s demand to
oust Saseendran from the cabinet. “I held discussion with
Saseendran about the incident

and I am fully convinced of his
innocence in the case,” Chacko,
who had joined the NCP days
before the April 6 Assembly
election, told media persons.
Saseendran drove down to
Chief Minister Vijayan’s official
bungalow on Wednesday
morning and the duo was closeted for more than an hour.
Later, speaking to reporters,
Saseendran said that he had
told whatever transpired during the telephonic conversation.
A Vijayaraghavan, acting
secretary of the Kerala CPI(M),
who also heads the liaison
committee of the Left
Democratic Front, said at
Thiruvananthapuram that the
full facts associated with the
case are yet to reach the
CPI(M). “We cannot take any
action without studying the full
details associated with the case,”
said Vijayaraghavan.

A

s the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) is still probing the recent terror attack
using drone bombers on the
Air Force Station, Jammu, the
soldiers of the Indian Army
and Border Security Force
(BSF)
on
Wednesday
exchanged sweets with their
Pakistani counterparts at multiple locations on the Line of
Control (LoC) in Jammu &
Kashmir on the occasion of
Eid-ul-Adha celebrations.
The ceremonial exchange
of sweets was put on hold
amid escalating tensions
between the two neighbouring
countries after the Abrogation
of Article 370 in August 2019.
Ahead of the festival of Eid, the
troops deployed along the LoC
have been directed to remain in
a state of high alert to foil fresh
infiltration bids from across the
border with Pakistan.
Intelligence agencies have
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also issued warnings following
unusual movement of heavily
armed terrorists camping
across different launching pads
inside Pakistan Occupied
Jammu & Kashmir. According
to a Srinagar based Defence
Spokesman, "On the occasion
of Eid-Ul-Adha and as a gesture for promoting Peace,
Harmony & Compassion in the
true spirit of the festival, India
and Pakistan armies held a flag
meeting and exchanged sweets
at Kaman Aman Setu, Uri &

Tithwal
crossing
on
Kishanganga River in
Tangdhar, Kupwara". "The
event has been held when both
the Armies have been strictly
following the Ceasefire
Agreement on the Line of
Control". Similarly, sweets were
exchanged between the troops
of India and Pakistan at two
locations in Poonch and
Mendhar.
In Jammu, troops of BSF
and Pakistan Rangers greeted
each other and exchanged
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onsoon rain makes
Wellington in the Nilgiris
M
chilly. But Monsoon rain in

he investigations into the pornographic
films racket involving businessman and
T
actress Shilpa Shetty’s husband Raj Kundra

Both the challengers from
MRC are not just pushovers but
seasoned athletes who have
won many national and international titles, according to
Hemand Raj, the Army coach
who oversaw the training of the
two Thampis. Rajiv is an
Arjuna Awardee who has
excelled in 400 meters race. He
is a bronze medalist in the 2014
Asian Games held at South
Korea. He will be contributing
his might to the 4X400 meter
relay team
Irfan has set the track in
the iconic Thangaraj Stadium
in Wellington ablaze , if coach
Hemand Raj is to be believed.
The Malappuram youth has
become a cynosure in the high
ranges with his scintillating
style in the 20 km walk.

Hemand Raj and commander
of the camp Brig Rajeswar
Singh are hoping that the
jawans would do India proud
at Tokyo.
Age may not be on their
side as the quality of Indian
athletes would start showing a
downward trend once they
cross the age of 30.
“We are confident that the
duo, laced with grit, determination and hard work would
not let us down,” said Brig
Singh.
Peter Thangaraj, after
whom the stadium has been
named, was Asia’s best goal
keeper during the 1950s and
1960s. He was the member of
the Indian team that narrowly

lost the bronze in the 1956
Melbourne Olympics.
This is the third time
Thampis are featuring in the
Olympics squad since 1960,
according to the official
spokesman of the MRC. Naib
Subedar K Ganapathi had
taken part in the 2016 Rio
Olympics Games.
When Rajiv and Irfan take
to the tracks in Japan, Nigiris
would get reverberated with
“Thampi Kaisa? Tiger Jaisa!”
and “Veera Vel! Vetri Vel!!” (the
Centre’s centuries old war cry)
would reverberate across the
Hills. Special Poojas would be
held in the names of the
Thampis on the days they
compete in the Olympics.
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sweets in Hira nager, Samba,
Ramgarh, R S Pura, Arnia,
Pargwal Sectors of the
International Border of
Jammu.
BSF spokesman said, "this
is the first exchange of sweets
between the two border guarding forces after the Pulwama
incident.There was no Cross
Border Shelling since long and
farmers on both sides of the
border have been able to carry
out their farming activities
peacefully".
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2021 has brought with it a fever,
popularly known as Olympics
fever.
Though soldiers in the
Madras Regimental Centre
here and the local population
like sports and games, they are
not obsessed with it. This time
it is different because two sons
of MRC Wellington, the oldest
regiment of Indian Army, are in
Tokyo donning the country’s
colours in the track and field
events of the 2021 Summer
Olympics.
It is after a long time
jawans from MRC Wellington,
popularly known as Thampis,
have made it to the Indian contingent. Arokya Rajiv (30), a
subedar hailing from
Tiruchirapppalli district and
Kolothum Thudi Irfan ( 31), a
naib subedar are the representatives of MRC who are expected to add power and strength
to the Indian challenge in
Tokyo.
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have thrown up lurid details of the porn film
shoots held at private bungalows at Madh
Island and “nude auditions” conducted by
racketeers who circumvented the Indian
laws, made the porn films and uploaded them
on mobiles in the United Kingdom
Two days after Kundra’s arrest, the
Mumbai Crime branch sleuths have uncovered the conspiracy behind the making and
streaming of pornographic videos through an
app called "Hotshots" and also OTT platforms
by putting up advertisements on social media
platforms.
In another major development, the investigators are recovered the messages from as
WhatsApp group run by Kundra to deal with
money accrued from the porn movies produced by them. The group was named “H
AAccounts” and had Kundra as its admin with
four other members: Pradeep Bakshi, Rob
Digital Marketing Hotshot, Raw Evans. They
have found some incriminating messages relevant to the case being investigated by them.
The distribution and marketing strategy
adopted by Kundra and team was to send the
videos produced in Mumbai through an application to Kenrin Production in the UKas to
avoid legal issues in India. Kenrin Production
would edit and upload the pornographic films
Hotshot. Kenrin was allegedly funding the
porn film production through agents based
in India.
Confirming the financial trial among the
culprits behind the porn scam, Mumbai’s Joint
Commissioner of Police (crime) Milind
Bharambe said: “We have the details of the
financial trials among them,” said.
Meanwhile, in a new twist to the ongoing investigations into the sleazy porn film
racket, a model and actress – whom Kundra’s
frontman Umesh Kamat had approached for
a “nude audition” –- came into the open, by
claiming that she gave her audition over a
video call. Much to the annoyance of Kamat,
she claimed that she did not “undress” for the
audition, but she did give the audition on the
promise by Kamat that she would land a role
in a web series.
Among other things, she claimed that
Kundra was a “mere pawn” in the entire racket, in which she alleged several people were
involved.
The model-cum-actress, who did not
want to be identified but demanded stern
action against Kundra and his associates,
explained the modus operandi involved in the
racket in which women who approached for
roles would soon be involved in bikini shoots,
bold shoots and eventually nude. In search of
small roles in films, the women would not
come into the open about things they were
forced to do and some of them would end up
prostitution.

Another ploy used by the racketeers was
to lure women -- coming from different parts
of the country to make a career in Bollywood,
with roles in web series. However, after the
start of shooting, they would change the script
to indulge in bold shoots and even nude
shoots. If the women in question refused, the
racketeers would force the women to pay up
expenditure incurred on the preparations for
the shoots, a threat would force the women
to succumb to the dictates of the porn film
makers.
Informed sources that a raid conducted
on February 4 this year by the Malwani police
on a private bungalow at picturesque Madh
Island at Malad (west) in north Mumbai where
a porn film was being shot, ripped the lid off
a well-oiled racket. It was a tip-off from an
affected woman who approached the police
with her grievance that led to the raid.
After initial investigation, the Mumbai
Police handed the case to the Property Cell
of Crime Branch-CID for further probe during which the name of United Kingdom-based
Pradeep Bakshi, the brother-in-law of Kundra,
surfaced.
Kundra is the owner of Viaan Industries
Ltd, jointly promoted by the couple, while
Bakshi — a British citizen, who is married to
Kundra’s sister — is the Chairman of Kenrin
Ltd., London.
The HotShots app — described as the
“world’s first 18+ app” showcasing some of the
hottest models and celebs globally in exclusive photos, short films and hot videos
(implying soft-to-hard porn) – was removed
from mobile platforms. Similarly, Apple and
Google have removed the app because of the
pornographic content in it.
In all, eleven persons – including Kundra,
his aide Ryan John Tharpe and Kamat, have
been arrested in connection with the pornography racket. They are: TV actress Gehna
Vashisht (32) Yasmin Baig Khan alias Rowa
Khan (40) Monu Joshi (28) Pratibha Nalavade
(33) Atif Ahmed (24), Shaan Banerjee alias
Dipankar Khasnavis (38), Bhanusuryam
Thakur ( 26) Tanvir Hashmi (40) and Umesh
Kamat (39).
Model-actress Gehana Vashisth, while
Yasmin Rowa Khan was the producer-director. Kamat was the frontman for Kundra.
Pratibha was the graphic designer, Joshi was
cameraman.
Gahna and Kamat were both involved in
producing and shooting porn, writing scripts;
they also sent copies of their scripts to
Kundra.
In a related development, Gehna – who
is currently on bail – has claimed that she was
arrested wrongly in the case. "Those videos
are just adult videos. They are of erotic nature.
None of them falls under the category of
porn," she said.
On their part, the investigators are examining call records on her phone and information on her laptop both of which they
seized.

Guwahati: The Assam Forest
Department has ordered a probe
into the death of a large number
of birds after consuming crops,
which were allegedly sprayed
with poison, in Barpeta district,
an official said on Wednesday.
Scores of birds, including
sparrows and cuckoos, died at
Bohori Silgaon village on
Monday after consuming crops
in a paddy field, the PRO to the
forest Minister said in a statement. "Environment and Forest
Minister Parimal Suklabaidya
has asked the chief wildlife warden and the principal chief conservator of forests (wildlife) to
institute a probe into the incident and to submit the action
taken report immediately," he
said. The dead birds have been
sent for post-mortem examinations and results are awaited to
ascertain the exact cause of
death, but forest officials visiting the place said it is a suspected
case of poisoning.
PTI
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Bengaluru: With voices growing in
his support, amid speculation that
his replacement was on the cards,
Karnataka Chief Minister B S
Yediyurappa on Wednesday urged
his supporters and well-wishersnot
to indulge in any kind of protests or
indiscipline that is disrespectful
and may embarrass the BJP.
The 78-year-old BJP veteran
said the party is "like mother" for
him.
"I am privileged to be a loyal
worker of BJP.It is my utmost honour to serve the party with highest
standards of ethics & behaviour.I
urge everyone to act in accordance
with party ethics & not indulge in
protests/indiscipline that is disrespectful & embarrassing for the
party," Yediyurappa tweeted.
Appealing to supporters not to
give statements in his favour or
indulge in protests, "based on the
current political developments",
Yediyurappa in a Kannada tweet
said, "your goodwill should not
exceed the boundaries of discipline.Party is like a mother to me
and disrespecting it will cause pain
to me.I believe that my true wellwishers will understand and
respond to my feelings."
His statement came as support
continued to pour in for him from
Mutts, pontiffs, and political leaders.
Leaders and pontiffs, especially
from the Veerashaiva-Lingayat community, also All India Veerashaiva
Mahasabha, have declared support
to Yediyurappa and have urged for
his continuation as the Chief
Minister, while also warning "bad
consequences" for the BJP if he is
replaced. Striking a discordant note,
dissident BJP MLC A H Vishwanath
asked the Lingayat seers whether
they
were
"backing
corruption" by rallying behind
Yediyurappa.
Speaking to reporters in
Mysuru, Vishwanath, who has been
vocal against Yediyurappa, criticised them, claiming that they are
setting a "wrong precedent" by
backing the Chief Minister and his
government "instead of standing
with the people".
Some BJP leaders like MP G M
Siddeshwara and former legislator
B Suresh Gowda have also expressed
confidence that he will continue as
CM, as the high command has not
asked him to step down.
PTI
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Ballia (UP): A 23-year-old man was
arrested on Wednesday in connection
with a three-year-old case of abduction
and rape, police said.
For the last three years, the accused
and the girl had been living together
after marriage, Station House Officer
(SHO) Yogesh Yadav said, adding they
have two children.
The man, a resident of Mau district,
was arrested from Ibrahimpatti Nahar
crossing on Wednesday following a tipoff.
On June 26, 2018, a case was registered at Bheempura police station
against him under various sections of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and the
Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act for abduction
and rape of the 15-year-old girl on the
complaint of her father. In the course
of investigation, police attached his
property and and announced a cash
reward of C25,000 for information
leading to his arrest.
PTI

day after the Centre told the
Parliament that no Covid-19 deaths
A
due to lack of Oxygen were specifically
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reported, The Organised Medicine
Academic Guild (OMAG) on Wednesday
dubbed Minister of State for Health Dr
Bharti Pawar's statement in this regard
was akin to the film `No One Killed
Jessica’ template.
“The statement by the Minister is factually not incorrect. But her statement is
akin to the movie `No One Killed
Jessica’,” OMAG secretary general Dr I S
Gilada and president Dr Suneela Garg
said in a joint press statement here.
They said that the global medical
community was disillusioned by the
minister's statement.
The OMAG, which is the federation
of medical organisations, has appealed to
the Indian Council for Medical Research
(ICMR), which has been at the helm of
the affair since the pandemic began, “to
clear the air so that the blame game stops
and ensure that the blame is not shifted

to the medical community”.
Dr Gilada said that there was no
denying that “Detailed guidelines for
reporting of deaths have been issued by
the Union Health Ministry to all
states/UTs” but what has been actually
sent, was an eye-opener.
The ICMR)-National Centre for
Disease Informatics and Research
(NCDIR) document "Guidance for
appropriate recording of Covid-19 related deaths in India” at page 6 categorically
mentions that Asphyxia, Respiratory
arrest/Failure and Respiratory Failure
among others cannot be mentioned as
cause of death.
“The minister’s statement that, “...no
deaths due to lack of oxygen have been
specifically reported by states/UTs” isn’t
incorrect either,” Dr Gilada said.Following
the national guidelines and state SOPs, no
doctor will or can mention ‘Hypoxia’ or
‘Respiratory Arrest’ or ‘Respiratory
Failure’ as cause of death. As doctors, we
have been always told to avoid mentioning Mode of Dying as Cause of Death.
Mode of dying merely tells you that death

has occurred and is not specifically
related to the disease process.
“Doctors have to record the underlying cause of death in the Medical
Certification of Cause of Death (MCCD)
Form 4 (institutional deaths) / 4A (noninstitutional deaths) which is submitted
to the Office of Registrar General, India
(ORGI). The ORGI records and collates
data but cannot change it,” he said.
“In any case, cause of death is never
given as the patient died of ‘fever due to
lack of paracetamol’ or ‘respiratory failure due to lack of steroid’ and similarly
‘patient died due to lack of oxygen’!,” Dr
Gilada said.
The International Classification of
Diseases (ICD) doesn't have code for lack
of Oxygen or Hypoxia.
“Autopsy or post-mortem can help in
cases when cause of death cannot be
ascertained. However in Covid-19 hardly any autopsies are done due to the fear
instilled since the pandemic began, once
again due to ICMR guidelines on how
dead bodies of Covid-19 patients should
be disposed of,” Dr Gilada averred.
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he Opposition AIADMK
on Wednesday slammed
T
Karnataka for reportedly moving the Supreme Court against
Tamil Nadu's Cauvery-Gundar
interlinking scheme, alleging it
was done in the context of the
state's opposition to Mekedatu
dam and was an expression of
its "jealousy."
AIADMK Coordinator O
Panneerselvam said the
Cauvery- Gundar interlinking
initiated by the previous partyled Government only entails
diverting excess water to drier
regions in Tamil Nadu and
would not affect Karnataka.
The C14,400 crore, 262 km
project is aimed at diverting
6,300 cubic ft of surplus water
during flood times to drier
areas in the state's southern districts and the then Chief
Minister K Palaniswami had

laid the foundation stone for
the first of the three-phase
initiative in February this
year.
Cauvery, South Vellar,
Vaigai and Gundar rivers will
be interlinked in this major
intra-state water project.
Panneerselvam, citing
reports of Karnataka moving
the apex court against the project, said it came in the wake of
Tamil Nadu's "stiff opposition"
to that state's proposal to construct a balancing reservoir
on river Cauvery at Mekedatu
there to meet the twin objectives of meeting drinking water
requirements and power generation.
Tamil Nadu was opposed
to Karnataka's proposal to construct the dam since it was
against the final award of a
Cauvery tribunal, even as the
matter was pending before the
country's top court.

"It is unfair on part of
Karnataka to have moved the
Supreme Court against Tamil
Nadu's irrigation schemes just
because it did not give approval
to the Mekedatu project,"
Panneerselvam said in a statement.
Karnataka had nothing to
do with Tamil Nadu's intrastate project, he said.
Tamil Nadu was opposed
to the Mekedatu dam only
over fears of the reduction in its
quantum of water from the
inter-state Cauvery river and
the state's delta region turning
into a 'desert' should the project take shape, he added.
At the same time, the
Cauvery-Gundar interlinking
and related projects including
construction of shutter dams
would only help in utilising
surplus water and "would not
impact Karnataka," he
added.
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$UHWKHLPPXQLW\RIDIXOO\YDFFLQDWHGSHUVRQ
DQGWKHDQWLERGLHVLQDUHFRYHUHGSHUVRQHTXDO"

7

KH&29,'VLWXDWLRQLQ,QGLDFRQWLQXHVWREHHQLJPDWLFDVHYHU7KH,QGLDQ
&RXQFLORI0HGLFDO5HVHDUFK ,&05 VD\VWKDWWZRWKLUGVRIWKH,QGLDQSRSX
ODWLRQDERYHVL[\HDUVKDVKDG6$56&R9LQIHFWLRQDQGGHYHORSHGDQWLERG
LHVDJDLQVWWKHYLUXV7KHKLJKHVWVHURSUHYDOHQFHRISHUFHQWKDVEHHQIRXQG
LQWKHDJHJURXSRI\HDUV7KHORZHVWSUHYDOHQFHKDVEHHQLQWKHVL[WRQLQH
\HDUFDWHJRU\RISHUFHQW7KH,&05KDVVDLGWKHUHVXOWVRIIHUDUD\RIKRSH
DPLGJQDZLQJIHDUVRIDWKLUGZDYHRIWKH&29,'SDQGHPLF$GGLQJWRWKHKRSH
WKHFRXQWU\LV\HWWRUHSRUWDVSLNHLQGDLO\SRVLWLYHFDVHV7KHODWHVWGDLO\FDVHILJ
XUHVWDQGVDWRIZKLFKDZKRSSLQJFRPHIURP.HUDODDQG0DKDUDVKWUD
/HDYLQJDVLGHWKHVHWZR6WDWHVWKHRYHUDOOVLWXDWLRQLVQRW\HWDODUPLQJ7KLUGO\,QGLD
LVJRLQJWKURXJKDJUDGHGHDVLQJRIORFNGRZQUHVWULFWLRQV7KHUHLVDJHQHUDOFRP
SODLQWRIWKHFDVXDODSSURDFKRISHRSOHDQGWKH6WDWHV
WRUHVSHFWLQJWKHVDIHW\SURWRFROV<HWWKHUHLVDOVR
JURZLQJDZDUHQHVVDPRQJWKH6WDWHVDQGWKHFRXUWV
WRSUHYHQWDVVHPEO\RIODUJHFURZGVDWWRXULVWVSRWV
DQGUHOLJLRXVHYHQWV7KRXVDQGVRIWRXULVWVKDYHEHHQ
WXUQHGDZD\IURPKLOOVWDWLRQVZKLOHSRWHQWLDOVXSHU
VSUHDGHUHYHQWVOLNHWKH&KDU'KDP<DWUDDQGWKH
.DQZDU<DWUDKDYHEHHQGHIHUUHG'RDOOWKHVHIDF
WRUVPHDQWKDWWKHWKLUGZDYHQHHGQRWEHLQHYLWDEOH"
,IWKH,&05VXUYH\VD\VRYHUSHUFHQWRIWKH
SHRSOHKDYHDQWLERGLHVVKRXOGZHEHUXVKLQJWRWKH
FRQFOXVLRQWKDWWKHFRXQWU\LVDWWKHWKUHVKROGRIKHUG
LPPXQLW\",VLWDVFLHQWLILFUDWLRQDODVVXPSWLRQWKDWWKHLPPXQLW\RIDIXOO\YDFFL
QDWHGSHUVRQDQGWKHDQWLERGLHVSUHVHQWLQDUHFRYHUHGSHUVRQKDYHWKHVDPHSRWHQ
F\WRZDUGRIIIXWXUHLQIHFWLRQV"$QVZHUVWRWKHVHTXHVWLRQVDUHQHFHVVDU\EHIRUH
HLWKHUWKH6WDWHVRUWKHSHRSOHMXPSWRZURQJFRQFOXVLRQVDQGHPEUDFHFRPSODFHQ
F\7KH,&05VKRXOGKDYHFODULILHGWKLVZKLOHUHYHDOLQJWKHVHURVXUYH\GHWDLOV$W
QRSRLQWVKRXOGWKHUHEHDGRXEWLQWKHPLQGRIDQ\RQHWKDWWKHDQWLERGLHVFDQEH
DVXEVWLWXWHIRUWKHYDFFLQH7KHYDFFLQDWLRQGULYHZKLFKKDVUHSRUWHGO\VORZHGGRZQ
IRUZDQWRIGRVHVVKRXOGQRWEHDOORZHGWRVODFNHQ,QIDFWDQDWLRQDOFDPSDLJQLV
QHFHVVDU\WRGULYHKRPHWKHSRLQWUHSHDWHGO\WKDWWKHUHLVQRDOWHUQDWLYHWRIXOOYDF
FLQDWLRQ7KHUHDUHUHSRUWVFRPLQJIURPWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVWKDWWKHQHZURXQGRILQIHF
WLRQLVEHLQJUHSRUWHGIURPWKHSRRUO\YDFFLQDWHGUHJLRQV7KH,QGLDQ&29,'WDVN
IRUFHRIILFLDOVKDYHQDPHGIRXUWKLQJVWKDWFDQOHDGWRDSRVVLEOHWKLUGZDYHQDPH
O\ORZHUHGOHYHOVRILPPXQLW\DFTXLUHGLQWKHILUVWWZRZDYHVWKHSRVVLELOLW\RID
QHZYDULDQWWKDWFDQE\SDVVWKHDFTXLUHGLPPXQLW\IDVWHUWUDQVPLVVLELOLW\RIDQHZ
YDULDQWDPRQJWKHSRSXODWLRQDQGSUHPDWXUHHDVLQJRI&29,'UHVWULFWLRQV,WLV
LPSRUWDQWWRUHPHPEHUWKDWPLOOLRQ,QGLDQVZLWKRXWDQWLERGLHVDUHYXOQHUDEOH
ZKLOHRQO\SHUFHQWRIWKHSRSXODWLRQLVIXOO\YDFFLQDWHG
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fter a series of thunderbolts hit Nepalese politics, Nepali Congress
president Sher Bahadur
Deuba was appointed the 13th
Prime Minister of the democracy on July 13. The Supreme
Court had the previous day
overturned the dissolution of the
House of Representatives by former Prime Minister KP Sharma
Oli on May 21 and ordered the
appointment of Opposition
leader Deuba within 24 hours
under Article 76 (5) of the
Constitution. Deuba managed to
poll 165 votes in the 275-member House and secure clear
majority. With Maoists and the
Janata Samajbadi Party supporting the Government, a total of 22
members of the Nepal-Khanal
faction of Oli’s UML party voted
in favour of Deuba, including
eight Oli loyalists. It was another eye-opener for the arrogant
Oli, who had been misusing the
Constitution and the Office of
the President to cling to power.
Ensuring stability: During
his one-and-a-half-year term,
Deuba will have to ensure political stability and address the
challenges of economy and
employment amidst COVID-19.
Although a no-confidence
motion can be moved against the
Deuba Government for two years
under the Constitution, he will
also need to put his own house
in order as three major parties
are supporting the Government.
While a five-member Cabinet
has been appointed and significant portfolios awaiting a
Minister, including the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, Deuba will
have a tough time keeping the
Maoists calm, especially
Prachanda, who continues to
aim for the top post. Noteworthy,
Maoists had aligned with the
UML for the 2017 parliamentary
and local body elections despite
being in the Government with
the Nepali Congress. Therefore,
power-sharing with Prachanda
will be an important element to
look for in the months to come.
Rejuvenating ties with
Delhi: Soon after Deuba won the
vote of confidence on July 19, a
congratulatory message was
tweeted by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Modi added: “I
look forward to working with
you to enhance our unique partnership in all sectors further, and
strengthen our deep-rooted peo-

ple-to-people ties.” The tweet
was followed by a telephonic
conversation. For many in
India, it is a good start for
India to engage with Nepal as
bilateral ties have seen the
lowest point under Oli. In the
last one year, Oli had used
anti-India manoeuvring to
his political benefit, including
unilaterally adding sovereign
territories of India in the
Kalapani region into the official political map of Nepal.
Even though Oli was claiming
that issues with India have
been resolved, the border dispute remains a contention,
whether Deuba wishes or not.
The Nepali Congress had
supported the constitutional
amendment moved by Oli to
include Indian territories into
Nepal’s political map.
Therefore, India will have to
make its diplomatic endeavours in Nepal carefully as on
the border row, the Nepali
Congress does not differ from
what Oli had stood for. Also,
with anti-India ultra-nationalistic elements working as
catalyst in influencing the
political mandate in Nepalese
politics, Deuba might be seen
taking that road. Meanwhile,
with Oli gone, India has every
reason to celebrate. However,
India’s policy towards Nepal
will need a more proactive
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instance than merely noting
the events there. The existing
trade deficit has often worked
against India’s goodwill, and a
competitive investment on a
par or more than China will
be needed.
Interestingly, Modi has
promised to provide COVID19 vaccines to Nepal during
the telephonic conversation
with Deuba. India had halted
the vaccine supplies to Nepal
after the second wave hit
India in April. Thus, it should
be seen as a welcome shift in
India’s policy towards Nepal
during such challenging
times.
Overcoming coalition
compulsions: Further, Deuba
has a better chance to shed
Chinese heavy-handedness
into Nepal’s political and foreign affairs and mend ties
with India. Against the popular image of Oli befriending
China to serve Beijing’s interests in matters related to Tibet
and India, Deuba does not
come with the baggage of
communist
ideology.
Therefore, he can work with
India on the path to cooperation and development in
Nepal. Meanwhile, his alliance
partner Prachanda is known
for his China leaning.
It was a similar coalition
in 2017 with Nepali Congress
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7KH6XSUHPH&RXUWKDVULJKWO\SXOOHGXSWKH.HUDOD
*RYWRYHUUHOD[LQJ&29,'UHVWULFWLRQVIRU(LG
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IWHUWLFNLQJRIIWKH8WWDU3UDGHVK*RYHUQPHQWRYHULWVUHOXFWDQFHWRFDQFHOWKH
.DQZDU<DWUDWKLV\HDUWKH6XSUHPH&RXUWKDVWDNHQDQRWKHUVLPLODUZHOFRPH
VWHSDQGFDVWLJDWHGWKH.HUDOD*RYHUQPHQWRYHULWVRVWHQVLEOHDSSHDVHPHQWSRO
LF\LQJUDQWLQJDWKUHHGD\UHOD[DWLRQIURP&29,'UHVWULFWLRQVDKHDGRIWKH(LGDO
$GKD %DNULG IHVWLYDO+LQWLQJWKDWLWVSOLDEOHVWDQGHPDQDWHGIURPWKHYRWHEDQNDQG
HFRQRPLFFRQFHUQVWKHFRXUWVWDWHGWKDWWKH6WDWH
*RYHUQPHQWERZLQJWRWUDGHUV·SUHVVXUHE\JUDQWL
QJWKHUHOD[DWLRQVVKRZVD´VRUU\VWDWHRIDIIDLUVµDQG
ZDV´ZKROO\XQFDOOHGIRUµ2EVHUYLQJWKDWWKH´SUHV
VXUHJURXSVLQWKHPDUNHWµFDQ·WEHDOORZHGWRDIIHFW
WKHJHQHUDOSXEOLF·VULJKWWRKHDOWKWKHDSH[FRXUW
ODPHQWHG´&DQ·WTXDVKWKH.HUDOD*RYHUQPHQW·VQRWL
ILFDWLRQ7KHKRUVHKDVDOUHDG\EROWHGµ+RZHYHUWKH
FRXUWGLGQ·WOHWWKHPDWWHUSDVVEDVHGRQWKHWLPH
HODSVHGVLQFHWKHQRWLILFDWLRQDQGULJKWO\SRLQWLQJWR
LWV UHFHQW RUGHU SDVVHG LQ WKH .DQZDU <DWUD FDVH
ZDUQHGWKH6WDWH*RYHUQPHQWWKDWLWZRXOGLQYLWHVWULFW
SHQDODFWLRQLIWKHUHOD[DWLRQVVRJUDQWHGOHDGWRDQRWKHUVSXUWLQWKHFDVHVRI&29,'
SDQGHPLF,WDOVRVWDWHGFDWHJRULFDOO\WKDWSUHVVXUHJURXSVRIDOONLQGVUHOLJLRXV
RURWKHUZLVHFDQQRWLQDQ\PDQQHULQWHUIHUHZLWKWKHPRVWSUHFLRXV´5LJKWWROLIHµ
+HDULQJWKH83.DQZDU<DWUDPDWWHURQ-XO\WKHWRSFRXUWKDGREVHUYHGWKDW
DOOVHQWLPHQWVLQFOXGLQJUHOLJLRXVZHUHVXEVHUYLHQWWRWKHULJKWWROLIH)RULWVSDUW
WKH83*RYHUQPHQWIXOO\GHVHUYHGWKHUDSRQWKHNQXFNOHVDVLWNHSWLQVLVWLQJWKDWWKH
UHVWULFWLRQVEHHDVHGIRUWKH.DQZDU<DWUDZKLFKKDGDOOWKHSRWHQWLDORIWXUQLQJLQWR
DVXSHUVSUHDGHU,WVQHLJKERXU8WWDUDNKDQGKDGSUXGHQWO\RUGHUHGDJDLQVWDOORZLQJ
WKH.DQZDU<DWUDDQGHYHQKDOWHGWKH&KDU'KDP<DWUDWKLV\HDUWRRDVLWIHDUHGWKDW
WKHSLOJULPVDQGWRXULVWVDUULYLQJIURPRWKHU6WDWHVFRXOGFDXVHWKHQXPEHURI&29,'
SRVLWLYHFDVHVLQWKHKLOO6WDWHWRVKRRWXS+RZHYHU8WWDU3UDGHVKDOVRUXOHGE\
WKH%-3WULHGWRFDMROHLWLQWRDOORZLQJLWVSLOJULPVWRHQWHU8WWDUDNKDQGIRUFROOHFWLQJ
KRO\ZDWHUIURPWKH*DQJDDW+DULGZDU,WVH[LJHQF\FDQEHDWWULEXWHGWRWKHIDFWWKDW
WKH6WDWHLVKHDGHGIRU$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQVQH[W\HDUVRUDWKHUWKDQMHRSDUGLVLQJLWV
FKDQFHVDWWKHKXVWLQJVLWZDQWHGWRJLYHWKHVHDERRVW+RZHYHUWKH6XSUHPH&RXUW
KDVWDNHQDVHQVLEOHVWDQGLQERWKWKHFDVHVDQGVLGHGZLWKWKHULJKWWROLIH
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Sir — An Israeli cyber surveillance
company, NSO, whose Pegasus spyware enables the remote surveillance of
smart phones, has come under heightened scrutiny after an international
alliance of news outlets reported that the
Indian Government used the software to
target journalists, dissidents and
Opposition politicians. No Indian is surprised to read the Modi Government’s
hand in the sordid affair.
Don’t forget, spying is an ancient concept in India; only the technology keeps
changing. If we read Chanakya's ‘Mudra
Manjusha’, we come across a number of
plots and spying for installing
Chandragupta. Moreover, phone tapping
is an established “custom” the world over.
As per the BJP’s tradition, to help Modi
save face, Haryana Chief Minister Manohar
Lal Khattar targeted the Congress and The
Wire for trying to derail the ongoing monsoon session of Parliament. But who
knows, with the help of the judicial system,
it is likely that the Pegasus taint too will not
stick to the Modi Government.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee | Faridabad
@B5@1B5256?B5?@5>9>7@B9=1BIC38??<C
Sir — The suggestion made by the Indian
Council of Medical Research (ICMR)
that children can handle viral infections
much better than adults though the antibody exposure is similar and, therefore,
primary schools must be opened before
secondary schools, can be done only after
the teaching and non-teaching staffers
are vaccinated as well as depending on
the public health situation in any particular district. It has been seen that young
children have fewer ACE2 receptors in
their lung cells.
However, the antibody exposure we
have been seen in this sero survey among
children is very similar to adults. According
to the findings of the fourth national sero
survey, over half the kids in 6-17 age group
shows the presence of antibodies. The sero
positivity was 57.2 per cent in the 6-9 age
group, whereas 61.6 per cent in the 10-17
age group showed presence of antibodies.
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T fTaT aT\X]STS ^U cWT CP\X[ bPhX]V
°<diWd_dbP]XZZPXhTRW^ccX[\PaPXcWP[
_^[T±8cXb[XZTcahX]Vc^R^]RTP[PUd[[
_d\_ZX] X] aXRT ^] P _[PcT fWT] cWT D]X^]
6^eTa]\T]cST]XTSP]h2>E83 (STPcWSdTc^
cWT[PRZ^U\TSXRP[^ghVT]SdaX]VcWTbTR^]S
fPeT ^U cWT _P]ST\XR CWT R[PX\ cWPc cWT
6^eTa]\T]cc^^ZbcT_bc^T]WP]RT^ghVT]bd_
_[hXb]^ccWTbP\TPbcWTR[PX\cWPc]^Q^ShSXTS
U^a fP]c ^U ^ghVT] CWT `dTbcX^] U^a cWT
6^eTa]\T]cc^P]bfTaXbfWTcWTaXc\PSTPePX[
PQ[TbdUUXRXT]c`dP]cXcXTb^U^ghVT]c^bPeTcWT
[XeTb^UP[[cW^bTfW^]TTSTS^ghVT]U^aR[X]X
RP[caTPc\T]c0]SXcRP]]^cP]bfTaX]cWTPUUXa
\PcXeT0]h^]TfW^ZT_cWXbThTb^_T]f^d[S
QTPafXc]Tbbc^cWTUaP]cXRPccT\_cb^UcWTUP\

On the other hand, the overall prevalence
of 67.6 per cent with 66.7 per cent showing presence of antibodies in the age group
of 18-44 and over 75 per cent in the higher age brackets.
Since the situation may differ from State
to State, the decision to start schools
needs to be taken at the district level
depending on their positivity rate, vaccination status and public health situation.
Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
>?DD81D51CID?D?@@<517?FD
Sir — The allegations that spyware used to
topple the Karnataka Government for
installing a BJP-led Government is highly
ridiculous. Had it been so easy to topple
Governments, both Rajasthan and
Maharashtra Governments would have
been toppled long back. The Pegasus spyware controversy has snowballed without
substance. The ruling party could easily

X[h\T\QTabP]SUaXT]Sb^U2>E83 (_PcXT]cb
U^a^ghVT]X]PSTb_TaPcTQXSc^bPeTcWTXa[^eTS
^]TbFTbPffXcW^da^f]ThTbW^f_T^_[T
fTaTSaXeT]Ua^\_X[[Pac^_^bccahX]Vc^PaaP]VT
\TSXRP[ ^ghVT] CWT SXbcdaQX]V eXbdP[b ^U
cW^bT SPhb \dbc QT bW^f] c^ cWT STPcW
ST]XTab7^b_XcP[bcaTPcX]V2>E83 (_PcXT]cbaP]
^dc^U^ghVT]P]SS^Rc^abQa^ZTS^f]fWT]cWTh
WPS]^^ghVT]c^caTPccWTXaVPb_X]V_PcXT]cb
8]cWXbR^]cTgcXcXbf^acW\T]cX^]X]VcWPc\P]h
2>E83 (STPcWb^RRdaaTSX]]^]W^b_XcP[bTc
cX]VbfWTaTR[X]XRP[RPaTQhdbX]V\TSXRP[^gh
VT]fPbbX\_[h]^]TgXbcT]c
CWT ^][h _[PdbXQ[T Tg_[P]PcX^] U^a cWT
6^eTa]\T]c³bST]XP[^USTPcWbSdTc^^ghVT]
bW^acPVTXbXcb_aT^RRd_PcX^]fXcW_a^cTRcX]VXcb
X\PVTXU]TTSQTQhQTX]VTR^]^\XRP[fXcWcadcW
AdQQX]VbP[cX]c^cWTf^d]Sb^UUP\X[XTbcWPc[^bc
cWTXa[^eTS^]TbQh_a^eXSX]V\Xb[TPSX]VX]U^a
\PcX^]S^TbcWT6^eTa]\T]c]^VaTPcRaTSXc
6aTPc[TPSTab^f]d_c^cWTXa\XbcPZTbP]S\PZT
P\T]Sb1dcX]?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SX
fTWPeTP[TPSTafW^fWXcTfPbWTbWXbaT_dcP
cX^]P]ScWTaT[XTbcWTadQ
63PeXS<X[c^]| :P]hPZd\PaX

have compromised the fortunes of other
Governments too in this manner to usurp
power. Allegations and counter-allegations of this nature are very common without any proof and people need not take it
seriously.
After a few days, the matter will automatically die down. After all, the
Opposition is only trying its best to upset
the applecart at the Centre with such allegations. Previously, it was claimed that
money power was used for horse-trading after complaining about EVMs and
now it takes an altogether different turn.
The Opposition is trying to buy time and
make news only to gain the upper hand
but the BJP Government is firmly saddled at the Centre and it’s hardly possible to shake it away.
MR Jayanthi | Chennai
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

when he persuaded Deuba to
sign the Belt and Road
Initiative, much to India’s
unhappiness. On July 6,
Prachanda was seen making
overtures to Xi Jinping and
the Communist Party of
China during the Communist
Party of China and World
Political Parties Summit to
mark the 100 years of its
establishment. Prachanda had
given a clean chit to China,
claiming it as the most generous nation in “contributing to
global prosperity and peace as
well” and an advocate of
“rule-based international
order, peaceful resolution of
conflicts, and global equity
and justice are highly commended by developing countries, including Nepal”.
Hence, Prime Minister
Deuba has a challenging
tenure to ensure political stability, keep Prachanda in confidence, mend bilateral ties
with New Delhi, ensure a
smooth arrival of vaccines
from India and wither away
Chinese elements in Nepal’s
internal politics.
(The author is an ICSSR
Doctoral Fellow at the JNU
and Visiting Fellow at the
Asian Institute of Diplomacy
and International Affairs,
Kathmandu. The views
expressed are personal.)
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espite its traumatic past, India
is the only country in the East
that rejoices in having a “special
relationship” with Britain. But
the British have never adequately
responded to the gesture.
British governments continue to traumatize India by offering a safe haven to
the latter’s economic offenders. These
fugitives have looted huge public money
from Indian banks, siphoned off the funds
to overseas destinations, and when the law
enforcement agencies nailed them to get
back the ill-begotten money, they ended
up going to Britain to safely enjoy their
looted wealth.
Fugitive billionaire Vijay Mallya of
Kingfisher Airlines fame is a glaring
instance. He remains on bail in Britain
until and unless UK Home Secretary Priti
Patel orders his extradition to India to face
charges of fraud and money laundering.
Mallya has applied to Secretary Patel for
considering “another route” to be able to
stay in the UK. This has raised widespread
speculation that Mallya plans to seek asylum in that country.
Priti Patel has, however, done something big for India: She has approved the
extradition of Nirav Modi, the billionaire
diamantaire accused of bank fraud in
India. Modi is being investigated by
India’s Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) and the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) for laundering money in the region
of $2 billion and involving loans from
public sector Punjab National Bank
(PNB). On February 25, Westminster
Magistrates’ Court said there was prima
facie evidence against Modi, and that
there was no reason to suggest that the
jeweller would not get justice in India if
he was extradited. The judge said there
were links between Modi and others conspirators, including PNB officials and top
ruling elites in India.
There is another side to this story. It
is that many in the present Indian
Government and several Indian banks
seeking to bring back the looters and
prosecute them may be chasing a mirage
because of the complexities in the UK
legal system. The UK Government trumpets its human rights laws, but how fair
is the British justice system? What about
human rights and fair justice for Julian
Assange? Why is he not out on bail and
why does he not have the right legal team
to represent his case against his extradition to the USA? The UK has over the
years become the most preferred tax
haven destination for economic offenders like Vijay Mallya, Nirav Modi, Lalit
Modi, murder-accused Indian music
director Nadeem, Sanjay Bhandari, the
Rana Kapoor family, the Sandesara family, just to name a few.
The Hinduja Brothers, one of India's
richest families and their Hinduja Group
of Companies remain the most preferred
Indian family in the UK, aided and promoted by various British governments in
the past. The Hindujas are right now fac-
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(The writer is Editor-inChief, Opinion Express.
(Inputs from Jo Birring,
head of World Homeland
Security based in
London.) The views
expressed are personal.)

ing major legal problems in
Switzerland in connection with a
charge of forging a document at a
bank. The Swiss authorities
believed that there were enough
grounds to proceed with their
prosecution. The names of the
three Hinduja brothers originally
cropped up in the Bofors scam as
the main middlemen but they
managed to get British citizenship
in the nick of time. It became a
scandal in the UK at that time and
a senior British minister had to
resign over rumours he helped one
of the brothers, Srichand Hinduja,
acquire British citizenship.
Back in India, Aikant Bhatti, a
minority shareholder in the
Chennai-based Ashok Leyland
company and in Hinduja Global
Solutions, where Ashok P Hinduja
is the Chairman Emeritus, claims
that billions of rupees in company funds were used to benefit the
promoters. Bhatti has already filed
a complaint with the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to
intervene and probe the controversial activities in the Hinduja Group
of Companies. Still, the British
government continues to prefer to
accord them preferential status.
The case of India’s biggest
financial debtor, Anil Ambani’s
Reliance Group, is not much different. The entire business has collapsed and the hard-earned taxpayer’s money has scandalously
evaporated into thin air. A few
months ago, Anil Ambani deposed
before a UK court, in connection
with a case filed by a Chinese
banking consortium, that he has
no money left. The UK Court had

earlier asked Anil Ambani to pay
$770 million to some Chinese
banks for non-payment of loans.
It is learned that after the London
court's order, Anil Ambani has
limited his foreign travels fearing
Chinese banks might seek the
help of Interpol to issue red alerts
for him in foreign airports.
The UK is often cited as “the
money laundering capital of the
world,” with an estimated £100billion claimed to be laundered
through the City of London every
year, according to figures from the
UK’s National Crime Agency.
London has not become the “global capital of money laundering” by
accident. Money launderers and
those financing terrorist activities
have two main requirements. The
first, in a city crowded with financial transactions their wheelingdealings will easily go unnoticed. The second, it’s a country
where the antecedents of businessmen offering to invest by setting
up businesses and opening bank
accounts are blissfully ignored.
Maintaining the secrecy of the
ownership of beneficial companies
is the main criterion of money
laundering. Contrary to what one
might think, it is many times
harder to obtain an untraceable
shell company in tax havens than
in rich, developed countries.
At the moment, the UK is a
member of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) which routinely publishes the list of countries
considered a “danger to the international financial system” as well as
a “high risk” where money launder-

ing is concerned. The UK, the US,
and Switzerland have never been
blacklisted. Instead, the usual pariahs of the west-Cuba, North Korea,
Iran, and so on, regularly appear on
that list along with small states such
as Antigua, St Kitts, and Nevis.
These smaller countries are
powerless to fight their inclusion on
the blacklist. The Caribbean nations
have, in the meantime, lost ties with
many international banks. We prefer to think that the financial
standing of the City of London
owes its success to the skills of market wizards honed at the ancient
British universities and not the
banking brains of nouveau riche
criminals.
The politicisation of the blacklisted small islands has enabled
London to become the global centre of money laundering. Clever
British lawyers and corrupt bankers
twist the truth to save criminals
across the globe. The British offshore banking tax evasion is negating the infrastructural growth and
prosperity of the countries in the
East by facilitating the flight of illegal capital from East to West.
Today, India is an emerging global superpower while the United
Kingdom is a glorious story of the
past. The Narendra Modi government must tell its British counterpart in clear terms that the human
rights cover over financial deception will not be tolerated by India
and shelter offered to fugitives
who have looted billions of Indian
taxpayer money will have serious
consequences for bilateral relations between the two friendly
countries.
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merging from the waves
of COVID-19,more than
ever, we must prioritize
the mental health of children
and adolescents. Their wellbeing should be at the forefront
of the preparations for dealing
with future pandemic waves.
Generation Z is quietly
perceiving the layers of changes
in people’s lives since the virus
encroached on their spaces in
early 2020. Now, while the
much-awaited return to school
is exciting for many, there
would be children anxious or
even frightened to go back to
regular school.
This is a time of the year
when adolescents would have
spentdays at schools and colleges in the company of hundreds of others, but in the last
one and a half years they have
got used to a dreary, new nor-
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(The writer is a regular
columnist with The Pioneer. The
views expressed are personal.)

mal of being home alone. The
virus brought in many stressors
to the psychological environment, the impact of which is yet
to be played out in statistical
data charts and graphs to analyze the repercussions on society and the upcoming generation. The pandemic control
measures have definitely contributed to new mental health
issues or a worsening of existing ones in all, but the impact
ripples are far and wide or even
beyond immediate comprehension.
Some children or youth
may be grieving the loss of a
parent or a loved one, others
may be living in fear of the disease or losing a job. There are
millions in our country who
have actually dropped out of
school for want of a digital
device or internet connectivi-

ty. Adolescents across all socioeconomic groups are struggling
to adjust to a life without the
familiar environment that a traditional school day provides.
Amid social isolation and lack
of peer support,the need for
personal or real-world connections is growing. The absence
of the demands of school life
and regular examinations to
keep the learning minds occupied are affecting the psychological environment of every

child. The children of essential
workers and homeless children are at an increased risk: the
former confined to their homes
without adult supervision and
the latter lacking in basic
amenities and security.
Across socio-economic situations, there are children
trapped in dysfunctional homes
suffering all types of abuse, even
sexual, or resorting to substance
abuse to escape the wrath of
stressed-out adults. Growing
cyber dependency is alarmingly on the rise.
With increasing stress
comes an increased risk of
developing mental health problems or re-emergence of dormant diseases at a time when
fewer options to relieve stress
are available. Early experience
of such problems increases
their risk of mortality or lifelong

morbidity. When schools begin
to reopen, we will need to
implement more formal structures for mental health screening. We must take precautionary measures against stigma
and superstitions affecting care
giving, and there should now be
social laws in place to minimize
the stigma around mental
health conditions.
We all know the law is the
most efficient tool for blunting
the effects of prejudice and stigma by protecting the diseased
person from the negative
impact of societal ignorance.
The authorities must propagate
strong messages to create an
inclusive environment for those
needing psychiatric help. India's
mental healthcare system needs
strengthening. The authorities
should proactively implement
the Mental Healthcare Act,

2017. This is also the time for
an integrated mental healthcare
policy covering all aspects of
helping a sick mind.
We also need to enhance
mental health awareness and
stigma-busting programs in
local dialects or languages
through government and private sector initiatives. We
should expand social-emotional learning programs to help
build resilience in the growing
minds. Capacity building for
mental health management is
animmediate must to meet a
looming calamity, and suicide
prevention programs should be
revamped in preparation for a
possible epidemic. There is a
serious shortage of mental
healthcare workers in India
and it needs to be addressed.
Tele-psychiatry may possibly be
an immediate solution for the

patients living in less efficient
conditions.
Authorities must support
schools and behavioral health
care agencies in working
together to ensure that when
schools reopen, students will
have necessary mental health
services on the campuses to
provide screenings, interventions, and referrals.
Our young people are the
future of our country. We must
remember that the period
between ages 10 to 25 is a critical time for brain development
and maturation. Both the experiences our young people face
today and the support they
receive from us in coping with
and navigating the challenges
will have a profound impact on
their ability to be successful
adults, parents, and citizens in
the years to come.
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t least 25 people, including
12 subway passengers,
A
were killed when the heaviest
rainfall in 1,000 years hit
China’s central Henan
province, prompting President
Xi Jinping on Wednesday to
deploy the Army to rescue
those trapped in inundated
subways, hotels and public
places.
A total of 1.24 million
(12.4 lakh) people were affected and 1,60,000 evacuated,
state-run Global Times reported. The official media quoted
local officials as saying that 25
people were killed and seven
others listed missing in the
massive floods.
Twelve people were killed
and five others injured when
subway stations were hit by the
floods, the report said
They died when their subway train was hit with rapidly
rising floodwaters on Tuesday
night, the Hong Kong-based
South China Morning Post
reported. Two people were also
killed when a wall collapsed.
The massive floods,
described by meteorologists as
a once-in-a-lifetime event, has
resulted in apocalyptic scenes
in the provincial capital
Zhengzhou, a metropolis of
12.6 million, with its public
avenues and subway tunnels
getting submerged with surging waters. Videos posted on
the Chinese social media
showed petrified passengers
trapped in subway trains clinging on to handlebars desperately waiting for help as floodwaters raised up to their necks.
Official media released
videos of rescue workers helping people stuck in subway tunnels to safety.

Videos showed people trying to wade through floods in
the downtown of the city while
scores of cars and other vehicles washed away. Some videos
also showed people falling into
the massive cave-ins of the
roads.Rainwater poured into
the subway tunnel of the city’s
Line Five, trapping an
unknown number of passengers aboard a subway train.
Xi ordered the deployment
of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) and said that authorities
at all levels must give top priority to ensuring people’s safety and property as massive
floods ravaged the province
and Zhengzhou city.
The PLA Central Theatre
Command urgently dispatched
troops to a county in rain-hit
Henan where a dam is under
threat of collapse due to serious
damage caused by the rains,
state-run Xinhua news agency
reported.
The PLA, on its social
media account on Sina Weibo,
China’s Twitter-like social
media platform, said that a 20meter-long crevasse had
appeared in the dam in
Yichuan county of Henan
province, and could collapse
any time.
The downtown area of
Zhengzhou received an average
precipitation of 457.5 mm
within 24 hours on Tuesday, the
highest daily rainfall since the
weather record began, Xinhua
reported. Henan is home to
many cultural sites and a major
base for industry and agriculture. Reports said that Shaolin
Temple, known for its Buddhist
monks’ mastery of martial arts,
was also severely hit by floods.
Heavy waterlogging has
led to the virtual paralysis of
the city’s road traffic.
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yanmar’s military rulers
are again seeking to
M
replace the country’s ambassador to the United Nations,
who opposed their February 1
ouster of civilian leader Aung
San Suu Kyi and takeover of the
government.
Foreign Minister Wunna
Maung Lwin says in a letter to
UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres that he has appointed Aung Thurein, who left the
military this year after 26 years,
as Myanmar’s UN ambassador.
A copy of the letter was
obtained on Tuesday by The
Associated Press.
Lwin said in an accompanying letter that Kyaw Moe
Tun, Myanmar’s currently
recognised UN ambassador,
“has been terminated on
February 27, 2021, due to abuses of his assigned duty and
mandate”. In a dramatic speech
to a General Assembly meeting
on Myanmar on February 26
— weeks after the military
takeover — Tun appealed for
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“the strongest possible action
from the international community” to restore democracy
to the country. He also urged
all countries to strongly condemn the coup, refuse to recognise the military regime, and
ask the military leaders to
respect the November 2020
elections won by Suu Kyi’s
National
League
for
Democracy party.
“We will continue to fight
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he British Government said
Wednesday that post-Brexit
T
trade rules it negotiated with

hina’s military has blasted
C
a dam to release floodwaters threatening one of its most
heavily populated provinces, as
the death toll in widespread
flooding rose to at least 25.
The dam operation was
carried out late Tuesday night
in the city of Luoyang, just as
severe flooding overwhelmed
the Henan provincial capital of

Zhengzhou, trapping residents
in the subway system and
stranding them at schools,
apartments and offices.
Another seven people were
reported missing, provincial
officials said at a news conference.
A video posted on Twitter
by news site The Paper showed
subway passengers standing in
chest-high muddy brown water
as torrents raged in the tunnel

outside. Transport and work
have been disrupted throughout the province, with rain
turning streets into rapidly
flowing rivers, washing away
cars and rising into people’s
homes.
At least 10 trains carrying
about 10,000 passengers were
halted, including three for more
than 40 hours, according to
Caixin, a business news
magazine.
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the European Union “cannot go
on” and need a major rewrite,
straining already tense U.K.-EU
relations. The Government said
Britain would be justified in
unilaterally suspending the
legally binding Brexit agreement but had decided not to do
so just yet.
Since the U.K. Left the

EU’s economic embrace at the
end of 2020, relations have
soured over trade arrangements for Northern Ireland, the
only part of the U.K. That has
a land border with the 27nation bloc.
The divorce deal the two
sides agreed to before Britain’s
departure means customs and
border checks must be conducted on some goods moving
between Northern Ireland and
the rest of the U.K. The regulations are intended to keep an
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epal’s newly-appointed
Prime Minister Sher
N
Bahadur Deuba on Wednesday
discussed with former premier
Pushpa
Kamal
Dahal
‘Prachanda’ the common minimum programme for the
remaining one-and-a-half-year
term of the government even as
coalition partners started hectic
lobbying for Cabinet berths in
lieu of the support they had
extended during Sunday’s trust
vote in Parliament.
CPN-Maoist Centre Chair

for a government which is of
the people, by the people, for
the people,” Tun said in a
speech that drew loud applause
from diplomats in the assembly chamber who called it
“powerful”, “brave” and “courageous”.
The military’s previous
attempt to oust Tun failed and
there has been no reported
action on the foreign minister’s
letter, which is dated May 12.

Prachanda met Prime Minister
Deuba, who is set to induct
more ministers from the Nepali
Congress and the CPN-Maoist
Centre when he expands the
Cabinet in the coming days,
The Himalayan Times reported. Dahal’s personal aide
Bishnu Sapkota said that the
two veteran leaders agreed to
formulate a common programme on behalf of the fiveparty alliance, the report said,
adding that coalition partner
Janata Samajbadi Party-Nepal
will also join the government.
Dahal
and
Janata
Samajbadi Party-Nepal Cochair Upendra Yadav also met
CPN-UML leader Madhav
Kumar Nepal. Leaders of the
Nepal faction of the UML, the
CPN-MC and the JSP-N had
voted in favour of Deuba.
The Kathmandu Post
reported that Deuba wants
representation of all parties
that stood by 75-year-old
Deuba, President of the Nepali
Congress.
“Discussions are going on
with all the parties who supported us,” Purna Bahadur
Khadka, a Congress general
secretary, told the Post.
Since all political parties
have their own challenges,
Deuba’s Nepali Congress is no
exception. The rival faction of
the party, led by Ram Chandra
Poudel, has demanded at least

one deputy prime minister
post with the other General
Secretary Shashanka Koirala,
former vice-president Prakash
Man Singh and senior leader
Sujata Koirala vying for the
post, the report said.
“But Deuba has made it
clear that it is not possible and
the Poudel faction will get just
two portfolios in the Cabinet.
“One of the major reasons
behind the delay in Cabinet
formation is dynamics inside
the Nepali Congress,” a Nepali
Congress leader close to Deuba
said on condition of
anonymity. Deuba has also
assured one Cabinet portfolio
to another camp of the party
led by former general secretary
Krishna Prasad Sitaula, he
said.Nepal’s Constitution allows
only 25 Cabinet ministers.
Meanwhile, Deuba and
Dahal also agreed to scrap all
political appointments made by
the previous K P Sharma Oli
government, the report said.
The government has
already scrapped the Oli government’s recent decision to
appoint ambassadors to some
countries, it said.
Deuba, who was appointed as the prime minister for a
record fifth time on July 12 following the Supreme Court’s
intervention, secured 165 votes
in the 275-member House on
Sunday.

aiti’s government installed
a new Prime Minister,
H
while officials mourned assassinated President Jovenel Moïse
and arrested at least three police
officers implicated in his killing.
Designated Prime Minister
Ariel Henry was sworn in on
Tuesday to replace interim
Prime Minister Claude Joseph,
who assumed leadership of
Haiti with the backing of police
and the military after the July
7 attack at Moïse’s private
home, which also badly injured
his wife and stunned the nation
of more than 11 million people.
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resident Joe Biden just can’t
quit Ohio — even if it
P
rejected him in last year’s election.
The Democrat travels to
Cincinnati on Wednesday to
push his economic policies. It’s
the third visit of his presidency to Ohio, the only state he lost
that he has visited multiple
times.
Ohio was once an electoral
prize that could decide who
occupied the White House,
but its embrace of Republicans
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he
World
Health
Organisation says there
T
were more than 3.4 million
new global cases of the coronavirus last week, a 12% increase
from the previous week.
The UN health agency says
the number of deaths is continuing to decline, with about
57,000 in the last week.
“At this rate, it is expected
that the cumulative number of
cases reported globally could
exceed 200 million in the next
three weeks,” WHO says. It
notes the highest increases in
COVID-19 cases were in the
Western Pacific and European
regions. In the past week,

“The task that awaits us is
complex and difficult,” Henry
said as he called for unity and
promised to meet with various
sectors in the upcoming days to
build consensus. “I’m from a
school that believes in dialogue.”
He also thanked “sister
nations” that he didn’t identify for their solidarity and
expertise in the ongoing investigation as he demanded that all

those responsible be brought to
justice.
Henry, a neurosurgeon and
former Cabinet minister, has
promised to form a provisional consensus government to
lead Haiti until elections are
held. He said he has already
met with various unidentified
actors as well as civil society
and the private sector. He
pledged to re-establish order
and security and confidence in
the government as well as fight
corruption, make Covid-19
vaccines available to all, restart
the economy and create a credible and transparent elections
system.

WHO says the highest coronavirus infections were in
Indonesia, Britain, Brazil, India
and the US.
It says the increased transmission of the virus is driven by
new variants, the relaxation of
Covid-19 protocols and the
large number of people still susceptible to the coronavirus,
despite rising vaccination rates
in some countries.
WHO has urged countries
to commit to vaccinating at
least 40% of every country’s
population by the end of the
year. Of the more than 3 billion
vaccine doses administered
globally, only about 1% have
gone to people in poorer
nations.

open border between Northern
Ireland and EU member
Ireland, a key pillar of Northern
Ireland’s peace process.
But they have angered
Northern Ireland’s British
unionists, who say they amount
to a border in the Irish Sea and
weaken ties with the rest of the
U.K. Britain accuses the EU of
taking a “purist” approach to
the rules that is causing unnecessary red tape for businesses,
and has called for the bloc to
show “pragmatism.”
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has tightened over the past
decade. The visit is a testament
to Biden’s belief that going
straight to voters will help
cross a barbed political divide.
“Half of life is showing up,
and Joe Biden shows up,” said
John Anzalone, Biden’s presidential campaign pollster. “He’s
going to be a president for people who voted for him
and people who voted against
him.”
Ohio Republicans, for their
part, see the presidential attention as a chance to make the
case against Democrats.
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ong Kong national security police on Wednesday
arrested a former editor at the
now-defunct Apple Daily prodemocracy newspaper, weeks
after it was forced to close after
authorities froze its assets.
Lam Man-chung, who was
the executive editor-in-chief
of Apple Daily, was arrested on
suspicion of conspiring to collude with foreign forces to
endanger national security,
according to the South China
Morning Post newspaper,
which cited an unnamed
source. He is the eighth person
from
the
newspaper
who has been arrested in recent
weeks.

he United States has condemned the firing of rockT
ets near the presidential palace
in Kabul and called for an
accelerated path to a political
settlement in Afghanistan to
pave the way for the lasting
peace that its people desire.
Addressing reporters at his
daily news conference on
Tuesday, State Department
Spokesperson Ned Price said
Afghans have been suffering
from “senseless violence” for far
too long.
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he United States, Japan and
South Korea on Wednesday
T
reaffirmed their commitment
to work together on North
Korea’s denuclearization and
other regional threats but made
no progress in bringing closer
together the two U.S. Allies.
U.S. Deputy Secretary of
State Wendy Sherman, who
held talks in Tokyo with her
counterparts, Japanese Vice
Foreign Minister Takeo Mori
and South Korea’s Choi Jongkun, said their alliance remains
a “lynchpin of peace, security
and prosperity.”
The officials reaffirmed
the importance of respecting
international law, including
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maintaining freedom of navigation and overflight in the
South China Sea, and opposed
any unilateral attempts to
change the status quo in the
East China Sea and in the
Taiwan Strait.
“When countries take
actions that run counter to the
United States’ interests or that
threaten our partners and allies,
we will not let those challenges go unanswered,”
Sherman said.
The United States and
Japan have raised concern
about China pressing its claims
to contested areas in the South
China Sea and the Japanesecontrolled Senkaku islands,
which China also claims and
calls Diaoyu.
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eeking to enhance transSprocess,
parency in insolvency
IBBI has amended
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regulations for corporate insolvency proceedings wherein a
resolution professional will be
required to provide details
about his or her opinion about
avoidance transactions pertaining to a corporate debtor.
The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India
(IBBI) has amended the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Board of India (Insolvency
Resolution Process for
Corporate
Persons)
Regulations.
An official release on
Wednesday said the amendments to the regulations are
aimed at enhancing "the discipline, transparency, and
accountability in corporate
insolvency proceedings".
A resolution professional is
duty-bound to find out if a
Corporate Debtor (CD) has
been subject to avoidance
transactions, namely, preferential transactions, undervalued transactions, extortionate
credit transactions, fraudulent
trading and wrongful trading,
and file applications with the
adjudicating authority seeking
appropriate relief.

This not only claws back
the value lost in such transactions increasing the possibility
of reorganisation of the CD
through a resolution plan, but
also disincentivises such transactions preventing stress to
the CD.
"For effective monitoring,
the amendment requires the
RP to file Form CIRP 8 on the
electronic platform of the
Board, intimating details of
his opinion and determination
in respect of avoidance transactions," the release said.
The IBBI has put out the
format of form CIRP 8 and it
needs to be filed in respect of
every CIRP ongoing or commencing on or after July 14.
With the amended regulations, an insolvency professional conducting CIRP will
also have to disclose all former
names and registered office
address(es) so changed in the
two years preceding the commencement of insolvency along
with the current name and registered office address of the CD,
in all its communications and
records.
CIRP refers to the
Corporate
Insolvency
Resolution Process.
The amendment takes into
account the possibility where a
CD may have changed its name
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bout 72 per cent of online
consumers do not want the
A
Government to ban or intervene in sales offered on ecommerce platforms, according to a survey.
Online purchasing has
become mainstream in India
with 49 per cent of consumers
taking to this channel in the last
12 months, according to the
survey conducted by community social media platform
LocalCircles.
The survey received over
82,000 responses from consumers in 394 districts of
India. Of which, 62 per cent of
the participants were men,
while the rest were
women.
A sizable number of consumers have been using this
channel increasingly because
they have found it to be safe
and convenient and it offers
competitive prices with the
ease
of
return,
it
added.
"The survey also brings
clarity to the issue of sales,
where 72 per cent of consumers do not want the government to ban or restrict or
intervene in sales on e-commerce platforms," the survey
said.
The reason being is that
these sales make purchasing
more affordable and allow
them to save more, which is of

great importance during these
difficult
times,
it
noted.
The survey comes amid
consumer concerns that the
government's
proposed
amendments to the Consumer
Protection (eCommerce) rules
2020 may restrict sales on
online sites.
On June 21, the government had released draft ecommerce rules under which it
banned the fraudulent flash
sale and mis-selling of goods
and services on e-commerce
platforms, and also made registration of these entities
mandator y
with
the
Department for Promotion of
Industry.
Among other findings,
the survey said about 47 per
cent of consumers expect
COVID-19 uncertainty to last
6-12 months and it may have
an impact on their household
budget planning and therefore seek maximum value
f rom ever y p enny they
spend.
The survey also found that
about 43 per cent of consumers sought the 'country of
origin' details while shopping
online in the last six
months.
However, consumers are
split on whether 'country of origin' information must be displayed in text or image format
on e-commerce platforms, it
added.

or registered office address
prior to commencement of
insolvency process. In such
cases, the stakeholders may
find it difficult to relate to the
new name or registered office
address and consequently fail
to participate in the CIRP.
Under the insolvency regulations, an interim resolution
professional or a resolution
professional may appoint any
professional, including registered valuers, to assist him in
discharge of his duties in conduct of the CIRP.
"The amendment provides
that the IRP/RP may appoint a
professional, other than registered valuers, if he is of the
opinion that the services of
such professional are required
and such services are not available with the CD.
"Such appointments shall
be made on an arm's length
basis following an objective and
transparent process. The
invoice for fee shall be raised in
the name of the professional
and be paid into his bank
account,"
the
release
said.
The amendments have
come into effect from July 14.
The IBBI is a key institution in implementing the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC).

he CBIC has clarified that
the extension of time limit
T
for tax-related matters granted
by the Supreme Court is
restricted only to filing of
appeals by taxpayers and would
not apply to any other compliance or assessment under the
GST Act.
In a letter to all Principal
Chief Commissioners and
Director Generals, the Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and
Customs (CBIC) said it had
sought legal opinion on the
applicability of the Supreme
Court order dated April 27,
2021, regarding limitations of
timeline under the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) law.
"The extension granted by
Hon'ble Supreme Court order
applies only to quasi-judicial
and judicial matters relating to
petitions/ applications/ suits/
appeals/ all other proceedings.
Hon'ble Supreme Court has
stepped in to grant extensions
only with reference to judicial
and quasi-judicial proceedings
in the nature of appeals/ suits/
petitions etc. And has not
extended it to every action or
proceeding under the CGST
Act,” the CBIC said.
Various orders and extensions passed by the Supreme
Court would apply only to
acts and actions which are in
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hree committees of the
Centre-run Airports
Authority of India (AAI) in
January found the Adani group
to be in violation of branding
norms, prescribed in the concession agreements, at the airports in Ahmedabad,
Mangaluru and Lucknow that
the conglomerate took over last
year.
Consequently, the Adani
group companies -- which are
operating these three airports
-- have started making changes
in brandings and displays in
order to bring them in accordance with the concession
agreements that they had
signed with the AAI.
As on June 29, the changes
in brandings and displays were
in process at Lucknow and
Manglauru airports and had
been completed at the
Ahmedabad airport, the AAI
stated.
PTI has accessed various
documents related to this matter, including details received in
response to RTI queries.
The Adani group won the
bids to run the aforementioned
three airports in February 2019.
Its companies -- Adani
Lucknow International Airport
Limited (ALIAL), Adani
Mangaluru International
Airport Limited (AMIAL) and
Adani
Ahmedabad
International Airport Limited
(AAIAL) -- signed the concession agreements with the AAI
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calendar year 2020 (CY2020)
from 29 per cent in CY2015,
while in readymade garments
(RMG), its share has stagnated
at 3-4 per cent over the past
decade.
Lack of free trade agreements (FTAs) and significant
improvement in peer competitiveness are the main reasons
for this fall.
Textiles is important to
India's $313 billion merchandise exports as it accounts for
11 per cent of the pie. The sector is also a significant employment generator.
Given its economic importance, the sector has seen a slew
of measures from the government of late, including the textile parks announced in Union
Budget 2021-22 and inclusion
of the sector for allocations
under the Production- linked
Incentive (PLI) scheme.
While these are steps in the
right direction, a CRISIL
Research's analysis indicates
more is needed to address the
issues and spur a revival.
In cotton yarn, India has
lost market share over the past

onsumer's bearing the
C
brunt of rising fuel prices
for more than a couple of
months may expect some relief
over the next few days as Oil
marketing companies (OMC)
have begun evaluating the fall
in global oil prices and its
resultant impact on fuel prices
in the country.
The benchmark Brent
crude that had risen to $77 a
barrel late last month has shed
more than 10 per cent in the
last fortnight to reach a level of
$68.85 a barrel now. If the price
line remains below $70 a barrel for a few more days, petrol
and diesel prices could see a cut
in the coming days.
Already the impact of softening of prices in the oil market is being seen in the fuel
price movement in the country.
On Wednesday, the OMCs
kept the retail price of petrol
and diesel unchanged. This is
the fourth consecutive day, the
longest period in weeks, when
fuel prices have remained
steady.
With Wednesday's pause,
petrol continues to be sold for
Rs 101.84 per litre, while diesel
is also being sold at the

$$,FRPPLWWHHVILQG$GDQLLQ $LUWHO,QWHODQQRXQFH
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in February 2020. These companies then took charge of airports in October and
November 2020.
The AAI in December
2020 found the brandings and
displays at the three airports
not in accordance with the concession agreements. Therefore,
it wrote letters to ALIAL,
AMIAL and AAIAL, asking
them to take "corrective measures". However, these companies in late December responded that they have not violated
the branding norms of the
agreements.
A month later, the AAI
formed three separate committees to carry out "joint survey" of all hoardings and displays at the three airports and
check if they are in compliance
with the concession agreements.
Each committee had four
members: one executive of the
Adani group company that is
operating the airport, one official
of the Centre-run Engineering
Projects (India) Limited and
two officials of the AAI.
In late January, the committee formed on the Lucknow
airport submitted its report. It
said, "The joint inspection
committee found that airport
name hoardings displayed by
concessionaire (ALIAL) at the
airport entrance and exit roads
has also got Adani Airports
written on both sides of
Lucknow International Airport
hoardings, which is in violation
of concession agreement no.

?a^_Tach\Zc ,QGLD VWH[WLOHVHFWRUQHHGVPRUHVXSSRUW
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decade to Vietnam and China the potential of MMF-based
because of high cost and lack RMG exports where India's
FTAs amid intensifying share has been weak.
ndia's
share
in
global
exports
7^dbX]VbTRh Iof cotton yarn shrunk 600 ofcompetition.
New Delhi: The Indian real basis points to 23 per cent in
In RMG, India has done
estate market is estimated to
touch $ 1 trillion by 2030 driven
by rising demand and various
reforms in the past seven years
like new realty law RERA,
Housing and Urban Affairs
Secretary Durga Shanker
Mishra said on Wednesday.
The number of people
employed in the sector is also
expected to rise to 7 crore in
coming years, from 5.5 crore in
2019, he said while addressing a
CII event on the real estate sector. The secretary further said
that the states have been asked to
soon implement the Model
Tenancy Act, which was passed
by the Union Cabinet in June this
year.
Mishra also clarified that
the law once implemented by
the States will be prospective in
nature and all disputes related
to rent agreements will be dealt
under the old laws of respective
states.
He pointed out that the real
estate sector suffered a "setback"
during the first and second
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic but said the housing
demand has revived.
PTI

the nature of judicial, including
quasi-judicial exercise of power
and discretion, the CBIC
added.
In cases where proceedings
need to be initiated or compliances need to be done by the
taxpayers, such actions would
continue to be governed only
by the statutory mechanism
and the time limit provided/
extensions granted under the
statute itself.
"Various orders of the
Hon'ble Supreme Court would
not apply to the said proceedings/ compliances on part of
the taxpayers," the CBIC added.
Similarly, tax authorities can
continue to hear and dispose off
proceedings like application for
refund, application for revocation of cancellation of registration, adjudication proceedings of
demand notices, etc, where they
are performing the functions as
quasi-judicial authority.
Similarly, appeals which
are filed and are pending, can
continue to be heard and disposed off and the same will be
governed by those extensions
of time granted by the statutes
or notifications, the CBIC

added.
However, in cases where
any appeal is required to be
filed before Joint/ Additional
Commissioner (Appeals),
Commissioner (Appeals),
Appellate Authority for
Advance Ruling, Tribunal and
various courts against any
quasi-judicial order or where a
proceeding for revision of any
order is required to be undertaken, the timeline for the
same would stand extended as
per the Supreme Court's order.
Extension of timelines
granted by the Supreme Court
"is applicable in respect of any
appeal which is required to be
filed before Joint/ Additional
Commissioner (Appeals),
Commissioner (Appeals),
Appellate Authority for
Advance Ruling, Tribunal and
various courts against any
quasi-judicial order or where
proceeding for revision or rectification of any order is
required to be undertaken,
and is not applicable to any
other proceedings under GST
law," the CBIC added.
AMRG & Associates
Senior Partner Rajat Mohan
said "this clarification will
restrict the blanket extension
given by the apex court due to
the pandemic, and tax authorities may soon accelerate the
disposal of pending cases at
hand."

well to maintain its share even
as global trade in the segment
contracted. But competitors
such as Vietnam and
Bangladesh have done much
better - they capitalised on
China's falling share in the past
five fiscals, while India could
not.
Further, Indian textiles
players were pushed to the
brink in 2020 as the
Government of India reduced
export incentives in line with
guidelines of the World Trade
Organization.
CRISIL Research does not
expect any significant improvement in incentives with the
launch of the Remission of
Duties and Taxes on Export
Products (RoDTEP) scheme,
which aims to reduce tax burden of exporting entities.
However, to revive the textile
value chain, the government
has announced additional
structural reforms whose
impact needs to be evaluated.
The recently announced
PLI scheme for man-made
fibres (MMF) and technical
textiles is expected to improve

5.15.2."
The committee also found
that the name and logo of the
AAI was not equally and
prominently displayed in other
displays where the concessionaire intends to display its
own name, which was again
violation of the Article 5.15.2 of
the concession agreement.
Clause 5.15.2 of the three
concession agreements stated
that the airports will be known,
promoted, displayed, advertised
and branded by their name
only such as "Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel International Airport",
"Lucknow
International
Airport" and "Mangaluru
International Airport".
The clause also also stated
that if the concessionaire
intends to display its own name
or its shareholders at the spots
where other public notices are
displayed for the users, the
same will be preceded by the
AAI's name.
In late January, the committee formed on the
Mangaluru airport found similar violations of clause 5.15.2 by
the concessionaire (AMIAL), as
were observed by the Lucknow
airport's committee.
At the same time, the committee formed on the
Ahmedabad airport submitted
its report. It also stated that the
clause has been violated by the
concessionaire (AAIAL) as the
AAI's logo is not displayed
before the logo of AAIAL and
additionally, the size is not
uniform.
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harti Airtel is collaborating
with Intel for 5G network
development by leveraging
vRAN/O-RAN technologies.
The collaboration is part of
Airtel's 5G roadmap for India as
it transforms its networks to
allow its customers to reap the
full possibilities of the hyperconnected world where
Industry 4.0 to cloud gaming
and virtual/augmented reality
become an everyday experience.
Airtel is the first telecom
operator in India to demonstrate 5G over a LIVE network
and is conducting 5G trials in
major cities.
Airtel will deploy Intel's latest third generation Xeon
Scalable processors, FPGAs
and eASICs, and Ethernet 800
series across its network to
build a solid foundation for
rolling out wide-scale 5G,
mobile edge computing and
network slicing.
As members of the ORAN Alliance, Airtel and Intel
will work closely for developing a range of Make in India 5G
solutions and enabling worldclass telecom infrastructure in
India through local partners.
Open radio access network (O-RAN) will be an area
of innovation and creativity in
the coming years. These ORAN platforms will leverage

Intel FlexRAN, a reference
architecture with both software and hardware components, and enable softwarebased radio base stations that
can run-on general-purpose
servers located at the network
edge.
Randeep Sekhon, CTO Bharti Airtel said, "Airtel is
delighted to have Intel as a part
of its rapidly expanding partner ecosystem for 5G. Intel's
cutting-edge technologies and
experience will contribute
immensely to Airtel's mission
of serving India with worldclass 5G services. We also look
forward to working with Intel
and home-grown companies to
unlock India's potential as a
global 5G hub."
Dan Rodriguez, Intel corporate vice president, Network
Platforms Group said, "Being
able to digitally power the
vibrant population of India's
connected users requires scalable and agile networks that
can evolve to address the growing demands of its users. Airtel
is delivering their next-generation enhanced network with a
breadth of Intel technology”.

unchanged price of Rs 89.87 a
litre.
The pump price of fuel has
been static since Sunday. It rose
on Saturday with petrol being
revised upwards by 30 paise per
litre while diesel price remained
unchanged.
In the city of Mumbai,
where petrol price crossed the
Rs 100-mark for the first time
ever on May 29, the fuel price
is at Rs 107.83 per litre. Diesel
price in the city is also at Rs
97.45, the highest among metros.
Petrol price in all metros
have now crossed Rs 100 per
litre-mark. But they have
remained static the past four
days.
Under daily price revision,
OMCs revise petrol and diesel
prices every morning, benchmarking retail fuel prices to a
15-day rolling average of global refined products' prices and
dollar exchange rate. Once this
15 day cycle returns, petrol and
diesel prices may fall.
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Bengaluru:
Bangalore
International Airport Limited
(BIAL)--operator
of
Kempegowda International
Airport, Bengaluru (KIAB/BLR
Airport) -- has signed a tenyear partnership with IBM to
create an "Airport in a Box"
platform, which transforms
technology, operations and
customer experience.
IBM Hybrid Cloud capabilities, Red Hat Automation
and Kyndryl managed infrastructure services will help BIAL
improve productivity, automate
IT and reduce costs, an IBM
statement said on Wednesday.
BLR airport needed a nimble, scalable and cost- competitive technology and operations
environment that can increase
its agility and operational flexibility to handle future growth
in passenger traffic, it said.
To achieve this goal, BIAL
has selected IBM Global
Business Services, IBM hybrid
cloud capabilities and Kyndryl,
the new, independent company that will be created following the separation of IBM's
Managed Infrastructure
Services business, to design and
implement a next generation
architecture.
PTI
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FIND HIS FUNNY BONE
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eezaan Jaffrey, son of the versatile Javed Jaffrey, who made
his Bollywood debut in 2019
with Malaal, exudes a quiet confidence
as he goes about things in a matter-offact sort of way. Before our interview, we
witnessed him politely declining to
comment, with subtle laughter, on a
somewhat controversial query by a
mediaperson. While we did not know
what to expect when our turn came, he
appeared to be at ease with himself and
was quite frank with every question we
posed.
He shares his thoughts on Hungama
2, ahead of its release on July 23 on
Disney+ Hotstar.

YFrom a romantic drama by Sanjay

Leela Bhansali in Malaal to a comedy
directed by Priyadarshan, how vastly
different were the preparations for
these two projects?
When we were working for Malaal,
I had to strenuously prepare for my role.
It would be safe to say that I was on the
edge, to a certain extent. However, for
Hungama 2, there was no preparation
at all. That came as a total surprise going
by the fact that I was working on a film
by Priyadarshan, alongside Paresh Rawal
and Shilpa Shetty. When I asked Priyan
sir how would he like me to prepare for
the character and the film, he simply
said, ‘I don’t want you to prepare at all.
I just want you to come on set, listen to
what I have to say and then just try to
have fun.' That’s exactly what I did and
it was something different from what I
had expected. Not many people have
this way of working, but Priyan sir does,
and I must say it works in his favour and
that of Hungama 2. The spontaneity and
the improvisation that comes along with
it, bring so many nuances to the screen
that would have been missed if we
turned up prepared.

YHow does one prepare for a comedy

flick? Is that even a thing, preparing
for a comedy role?
I don’t think so. But to be honest, I
can't really say; it’s not like I have done
a lot of comedy films, I am still learning and exploring my interests. I regard
comedy as a very difficult genre and I
suppose the amount of preparation for
such projects depends on the kind of
comedy it is, how the filmmaker has
envisioned it and their style of working.
Personally, I think it is very difficult to
make people laugh.

YDid working with a veteran

of comedy roles, such as
Paresh Rawal, provide you
any input with respect to
preparation?
Paresh ji improvises on
the spot and improvises a
lot. That is something he is
incredibly good at. I think we
all know without me mentioning it that he is extraordinary at his job.
His performance
causes a chain
reaction of sorts
as his improvisation coaxes better
p er for mances
from us, the
actors around
him.
Your
reactions are
bound to be
different and
original when
someone like him
throws something
fresh at you, with
every take of
each shot.
He is
ver y

reserved otherwise, but the moment the
camera is focussed on him, he transforms into something else. His experience is out there for everyone to see,
with each one of his performances.
Some time in the beginning I remember thinking, ‘why is he not preparing
his lines?’ But the truth is he does not
need to. He has honed his craft to such
an extent, that he does not prepare for
a role the way, I think, I would.
YYour thoughts when you were film-

ing for Chura Ke Dil Mera 2.0?
I don’t think I am much of a
dancer. While I do enjoy dancing, I
think that dad’s genes probably
played a huge role. I was
extremely nervous filming
that song because it was a big
deal. Showing my moves for
the remake of a prominent
song which was filmed over
25 years ago, with Shilpa
ma’am of all people, the leading
lady from the original song,
a lot of things were going
on in my mind. I followed Priyan sir’s
mantra and tried
to enjoy the
process. As
soon as the
c a m e r a
comes on, I
have to get
into the
zone. I
am glad
that song
blew up
across the
globe with
people making reels
on it and I am grateful for
the love that has come my
way because of the song.

Y Did you watch Minnaram, the

Malayalam film by Priyadarshan,
on which Hungama 2 is said to be
based?
Priyan sir specifically told me to
not watch Minnaram. He felt that if I
watch it, I might subconsciously end
up copying what Mohanlal did in the
film. However, when I sat down to
watch Minnaram after we wrapped up
shooting, I was surprised because it is
poles apart from what we had made.
And when I expressed this over a
phone call with Priyan sir, he shared
that he thought it would be wise to not
reveal anything so that I could focus
on my character. I would say that only
20 per cent of Hungama 2 bears a
resemblance to Minnaram.
YWorking alongside stalwarts such as

Priyadarshan, Paresh and Shilpa was
surely an incredible learning experience. Is there anything, in particular,
that you think was of vital importance?
Seeing Paresh ji at work I have
understood the significance of completely letting yourself go, without any
inhibitions, in this industry. That, I
would say, was the most important lesson — staying true to the character
assigned to you. That is something I
won’t forget and will hopefully shape
me as an actor in the years to come.
Additionally, while an actor is a director’s puppet, with them trying to
mould us the way they think works
best for the film, an actor must give
them a considerable range of nuanced
skillset to work with. This is something
I have learnt with Sanjay Leela Bhansali
and Priyan sir. It is just the beginning
of my journey, but something I have
learnt is that every time I set foot on
the set, I have to give it a little more
than just my 100 per cent.

YWould you say your father had a big

role in helping you in Bollywood?
Well, I did not plan on making it big
in this industry and my father knew this.
As a kid, I have witnessed my father at
work multiple times. There were
instances when my mum asked me to
drop dad’s lunch on the set and when I
would get there he would always welcome
my presence and I think it helped him
relax as he would ask me to sit with him
for a bit. I used to watch, without any
interest or intention of becoming an actor.
Back then I was into music and sports
and was interested in pursuing some sort
of business related to sports. I had
applied to Loughborough University in
London, which is considered to be
among the finest universities for sports,
and I managed to get in as well, but I don’t
know what happened, call it fate or whatever you want, I got into filmmaking. I
started learning direction and editing. I
met Sanjay sir who expressed his interest in launching me in Malaal and I took
the opportunity. You know how they say
that opportunity does not come knocking twice... Later on, during the time I
was shooting for Malaal, I realised how
much those impromptu visits to my
father's set had helped me. Apart from
that, my father has always encouraged me
to pursue my interests.

YWhat are you up to, now that you are
done with Hungama 2?
There are more films in the works,
I believe you would be hearing about
them soon. The production has its way
of announcing, I will respect their call and
wait for them to put it out there. What I
can tell you is that I have two-three projects in the making and I can’t wait to start
filming. Currently, I am busy with all the
promotions and hungama for Hungama
2. Trying to take it one step at a time.
(smiles)
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riti Sanon recently shared her transformation journey for her forthcoming film,
K
Mimi, where she had to put on weight for the
role of a surrogate mother. The actress now
reveals how she could not shoot
for any other project for some
months due to the kilos she
added.
Talking about setting
allotting a chunk of some
months for the shoot of the
film, Kriti shared, “I
had to put on 15 kg
in 2 months for
Mimi, which I
could start losing only once I
had completed
shooting for the
film.”
“It made more
sense to not take up any
other project during the
shoot and even after a
few months since I needed to lose the weight
before starting any other
project. I had to let go of
a lot of award show performances too in that
period because dancing
makes me lose weight
very fast," she added.
Kriti will be carrying
this content-driven film on
her shoulders playing the
mature role of a mother for the
first time. Apart from Mimi, she
has an enviable lineup with
films such as Adipurush, where
she will be portraying Sita,
Bachchan Pandey, Bhediya,
Ganapath and Hum Do
Hamaare Do.
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Many talent hunt competitions
and reality shows in India have
offered great opportunities to people
with talents in various fields. The
shows and competitions have helped
local artistes to gain popularity and
recognition globally. Online reality
shows have helped struggling folk
artistes in boosting their confidence
and also getting a break in the
industry. These shows have endowed
them with plenty of exposure to
industry veterans entities that are
otherwise hard to reach as a commoner. Online reality shows have
even provided financial support to
folk artistes.

ndia’s cultural diversity has created a
variety in music, dance and other perIforming
arts. Folklore is known to
enrich the country's vibrancy, encourage the folk artistes to work, and gives
them employment opportunities and
recognition. This is also understood to
attract many audiences, both local and
foreign, and provide a glimpse of
India’s incredible roots.
However, things are not as lucrative as they were a couple of decades
back. Folk artistes have suffered a significant downfall in employment due
to western dominance and foray of
new-age platforms. The early reports of
2020 reflected the slow decline of contemporary arts due to the rise of
urbanisation, among other things. The
new-age fusion trends have taken over
traditional art forms. As a result, the
audience is attracted to new-age music
and s up ignoring local artistes. In addition, many art forms of the country are
diminishing due to new sources of
entertainment and global trends.
Reports suggest that 70 per cent of the
music created or composed in India is
folk music. But, only two per cent of the
total revenue generated by all types of
Indian music is put into the production
of folk music.
However, lost art has been observing some recognition on the digital
media. Digitisation is now a voice of folk
artistes to increase their visibility and
reach across the nation. Many people
have set up studios for the folk music
community, which has helped these
artistes keep their art alive. Listed
below are ways in which folk artistes
have started having obtained a second
chance in this digital age.

B>280;<4380

Folk artistes are now quite wellversed with digitisation and have started showcasing their talent on social
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media platforms. This has earned them
global recognition. The country's youth
is now more aware of the rich culture
and art of the country. The state governments are now identifying the scope
in social media, and they have started
seeking methods to preserve the gradually diminishing art. The authorities
at Kochi, Kerala began a campaign
called ‘Folk On’, which is aimed at promoting folk art through social media
platforms.
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In these times, setting up online
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shows is easy. Folk artistes have started to showcase their talent, irrespective of the boundaries, thanks to the
internet. Additionally, due to the
pandemic, offline concerts and functions are either postponed or cancelled with most people restricted to
their homes who spend more time
online, giving way to the rise of previously unexplored digital activities.
People staying on the web is leading
to more traffic for these artistes. The
rising number of viewers online has
benefitted the folk artistes to stay
afloat. Performers have gained ample
profits through digital concerts.

At both national and metropolitan levels, many people are unaware
of the traditional art forms. Folk
artistes have started conducting
online workshops to share the rich
art forms existing in the country with
them. Through online workshops,
many people have started learning
about these skills. This has encouraged more people in the country to
indulge in folk art. With the rising
awareness, folk artistes have an
excellent opportunity to showcase
their skills and survive in the market.
Digitisation has offered the folk
artistes of our country another
chance to revive the lost art forms.
Young folk artistes are slowly adapting to the digital space to keep their
culture and art form alive. These art
forms are gaining popularity with
each passing day.
Digitisation has reiterated that
art is evergreen. Art does not know
boundaries and will find its way to
the ones seeking it.
(The author is founder and
CEO of Playtoome, an online on
demand live performance destination.)
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TRIFED TO LEVERAGE 45,000 VAN DHAN
VIKAS KENDRAS FOR VACCINATION
T

he Minister of Tribal
Affairs, Arjun Munda, virtually launched ‘COVID
Teeka Sang Surakshit Van Dhan
aur Uddyam’ campaign to accelerate the pace of COVID vaccination among tribals in India.
The campaign will leverage
45,000 Van Dhan Vikas Kendras
(VDVK) of the Tribal Co-operative Marketing Development
Federation of India (TRIFED), a
national level cooperative body
under the administrative control
of Ministry of Tribal Affairs,
Government of India.
The campaign was launched
in partnership with UNICEF
and WHO. The goal is to connect over 50 lakh tribals, informing them that COVID-19 vaccination is free and available in the
nearby centres. It not only protects people from hospitalisation
costs and death but also helps to
continue with livelihood activities.
The campaign will highlight
the three key Js:
YJeevan (life): Every life is precious so vaccination is the key.
YJeevika (livelihood): You can
continue with your Van Dhan
Vikas Kendra and livelihood
activities without any fear of contracting the virus if you are vaccinated. It also saves you from
hospitalisation and other costs.
Y Jaagrookta (awareness):
Simplification of the process of
registration for vaccination,
place, accessibility to different
audience and age groups, especially women and elderly population. Van Dhan Vikas Kendras
collaborate and work with other
stakeholders with service as a
motto and with dedication and
commitment that they have a
key role to make panchayats and
villages Covid-free.
Munda launched the campaign through video conferencing link-up with field camps in

(6,&IHOLFLWDWLRQFHUHPRQ\KHOG
he felicitation ceremony to acknowledge the support of various organiT
sations, NGOs, and private citizens to

Mandla in Madhya Pradesh and
Bastar in Chhattisgarh. The
Minister of State for Steel,
Faggan Singh Kulaste, the
Ministers of State for Tribal
Affairs, Bishweswar Tudu and
Renuka Singh, were also present
virtually during the launch.
Other dignitaries present during
the launch were Pravir Krishna,
MD, TRIFED; WHO representative Dr Roderico Ofrin;
UNICEF India Representative
Dr Yasmin Ali Haque; and
Anupam Trivedi, ED, TRIFED.
On the occasion, Munda
also launched the newly-prepared Digital Directory under
TRIFED’s Digital Connect
Programme. TRIFED started a
Digital Connect programme
under which a two-way communication process is proposed to
be established with all tribal beneficiaries associated with Van

Dhan Vikas Yojana and retail
operations of TRIFED. Besides
these, several other stakeholders
interested in TRIFED activities
are also being included to
expand awareness about the
schemes of TRIFED, and motivate them to be a part of these
initiatives.
Launching the campaign,
Munda said, “We have been
able to overcome two challenging waves, gained experience and are determined to
stop the third wave. We have a
role to play in rebuilding a new
society, free of COVID virus.
The campaign hopes to make
our Van Dhan Vikas Kendras
and villages to be the first in
respective states to be declared
Covid-free.”
Giving details about the
vaccination progress in tribal
areas, he said that majority of

the tribal districts are performing well in terms of vaccination
coverage. “However, there is
still hesitancy among certain
groups due to fake news, myths,
and rumours. Our campaign
focusses on reassurance, pride
and self-efficacy,” Munda
added.
UNICEF
India
Representative, Dr Yasmin
Haque said, “COVID-19 has
exacerbated issues of access to
sanitation, nutrition and health
services in the tribal areas,
making the people more vulnerable. This campaign is
aligned with UNICEF’s equity
approach to survival, growth
and development of children.
We are proud to be associated
with this campaign, which
focusses on vaccine equity and
engages with communities that
risk being left behind.”

ESIC Hospitals during the COVID-19
pandemic was held at Shram Shakti
Bhawan, New Delhi. Bhupender Yadav,
Union Minister for Labour &
Employment, Environment, Forest &
Climate Change; and Rameswar Teli,
Minister of State for Labour &
Employment and Petroleum & Natural
Gas, Government of India, felicitated the
representatives of organisation, who
contributed oxygen plants, oxygen cylinders, disposable kits, et al, to ESIC
Hospitals. More than 100 donors across
India have made donations of equipment,
kits, disposables and more.
In his address, Yadav appreciated and
conveyed his gratitude to the organisations, NGOs, private citizens, who
worked for the society during the pandemic. He said that through coordinated efforts of the government, the country overcame the crisis caused by the second wave of Coronavirus.
He mentioned that the government
is working on a three-tier approach —
Tracking, Testing and Treatment — to
stop the menace of Covid-19. He
informed, “India is now among leading
manufacturers of PPE kits and masks.
Around 40,000 ventilators and 1,00,000
oxygen cylinders had been made available to treat the Covid-19 patients.
Around 39 crore vaccinations have been
done till date and by the end of this year,
around 257 crore vaccinations will be
completed.” He also lauded the work

done by ESIC Hospitals during the second wave of Covid-19.
Yadav said that the government is
dedicated to the welfare of poor and
deprived people. Multiple measures
including free treatment under PMJAY
and Rural Electrification programme
have been started for the betterment of
the underprivileged ones. In the same
line, code on social security has been
enacted. Through this code, the workers from the unorganised sector and gig
economy will now be able to get the
social security cover under ESI Scheme.
Teli also addressed the gathering.
While extending his greetings to the
contributors, he spoke about the service delivery mechanism of ESI
Corporation across the country and the
workforce of the entire country being
benefited out of it.
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TPC Group has achieved
over 100 Billion Units
(BUs) of cumulative generation
in the current financial year,
reinforcing the group’s commitment towards excellence in
operation. The group generation had crossed 100 BUs on
August 7, 2020, indicating
improved performance and an
increase in demand for power
in the current year. This is the
fastest 100 BUs generated by
NTPC.
NTPC recorded a generation of 85.8 BU in the first quarter from April to June 2021, registering an increase of 26.3 per
cent from 67.9 BU generated in
the corresponding quarter last
year. On a standalone basis,

NTPC generation increased by
19.1 per cent to 71.7 BU in the
first quarter from April to June
2021, compared to the 60.2 BU
generated in the corresponding
quarter last year.
NTPC Korba (2,600 MW)
in Chattisgarh is the top-performing thermal power plant in
India with 97.61 per cent Plant
Load Factor (PLF) between
April to June 2021, as per the
data published by Central
Electricity Authority (CEA).
Further, NTPC Singrauli Unit
4 (200 MW) in Uttar Pradesh
commissioned way back in
January 1984 achieved 102.08
per cent PLF, the highest in the
country, from April to June
2021. This demonstrates the

expertise of NTPC in the operation and maintenance of the
power plants and the high levels of operational excellence.
With a total installed
capacity of 66,085 MW, NTPC
has 71 power stations including 29 renewable projects.
NTPC has set a target to install
60 gigawatts (GW) of renewable energy (RE) capacity by
2032.
The group has over 20
GW of capacity under construction, including five GW of
renewable energy projects.
Uninterrupted supply of electricity through environmentfriendly energy projects at
affordable prices has been the
hallmark of NTPC.
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olkata metro has taken an initiative to
inoculate all its staff and their beneK
ficiaries at the earliest in the wake of the
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n a major achievement,
I(PNB)
Punjab National Bank
has been adjudged the
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RITES wins Dun & Bradstreet Corporate Award
ITES Ltd, a Miniratna
(Category-I) Schedule ‘A’
R
Public Sector Enterprise, has
been conferred Dun and
Bradstreet Corporate Award
2021 for ‘Best Growth
Performance’
in
the
Engineering Projects/Capital
Goods category.
The award, presented by
Dun & Bradstreet, recognises
RITES’ efforts in facilitating the

pandemic. As a part of this initiative, a
mobile vaccination camp was organised
by the Medical Department at Belgachia
Railway Auditorium.
In this campaign, 109 people have
been vaccinated including 17 employees,
89 railway beneficiaries and three contractual staff.
Manoj Joshi, GM of Kolkata metro,
has expressed his satisfaction for organising the camp.
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Arogya Rakshak — which is a
non-linked, non-participating,
regular premium, individual,
health insurance plan.
This plan provides fixed
benefit insurance cover against
certain specified health risks
and provides timely support in
case of medical emergencies. It
helps the insured and his family to remain financially independent in difficult times.
An individual can insure
himself/herself (as Principal
Insured), his/her spouse, all the

children and parents under
one policy. The plan is available
for people between the ages of
18 to 65. The cover period is
available for PI/spouse/parents up to age 80 years and for
children up to 25 years.
It gives the following benefits
under one policy:
S Flexible benefit limit to
choose from.
SFlexible premium payment
options.
SValuable financial protection
in case of hospitalisation,
surgery et al.
SLump-sum benefit irrespec-

tive of actual medical costs.
SAuto step-up benefit and no
claim benefit.
SIf more than one member is
covered under a policy, a premium waiver for other
insured(s) in case of unfortunate death of the original principal insured i.e. the policyholder at the inception of the
policy.
SPremium waiver benefit for
one year in the event of any
insured undergoing surgery
falling under Category I or
Category II for certain major
surgical benefits.
SAmbulance benefit.

creation of transport infrastructure and its well-diversified business model.
Also, RITES has been profiled in the 21st edition of
‘India’s Top-500 Companies’
based on total income, net
profit and return on net worth
et al. These companies across
50 sectors have grown faster
than the Indian economy over
the past 20 years.

Crediting ‘Team RITES’
for this achievement, VG
Suresh Kumar, director
(Projects) and chairman and
MD (Addl Charge), RITES
Ltd, said, “We are delighted
with this award. It is a testimony to our efforts in facilitating
the creation of infrastructure
in India and abroad, along
with creating value for stakeholders.”

best Public Sector Bank (PSB)
in the country for its outstanding performance in the
field of agriculture credit,
microfinance, financial inclusion and technology adoption.
The National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD)
honoured PNB for its remarkable contribution to rural customers with a ‘Special
Commemorative Award’.
Speaking on the occasion,
S S Mallikarjuna Rao, MD and
CEO of PNB, said, “Despite
the impact of the pandemic,
PNB has been at the forefront
of developing India’s agriculture and MSME sectors. Last
year, the bank ran the Village
Contact Programme, a campaign that covered more than
30,000 villages across the
country, thereby, identifying
significant opportunities in
agriculture and MSME credit. Further, the bank improved
access to social security
schemes like Pradhan Mantri

Jeevan Jyoti Yojna, Suraksha
Bima Yojna and Atal Pension
Yojna. One of the campaign
objectives was to enhance
digitisation to the last mile for
financial inclusion, such as
issuance of debit cards and
bringing rural communities
under the PNB One Mobile
App, which has yielded great
results. However, more work
will be done in the coming
months. Thus, this recognition will go a long way in
motivating our entire workforce in the rural lending segment, which is critical for
the country’s GDP growth.”
C elebrating the 40th
Foundation Day, NABARD
announced the awards on the
sidelines of a webinar on
‘Resilience of Indian
Agriculture Amid The
Pandemic’. The programme
was graced by the Union
Minister of Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare, Narendra
Singh Thomar, chief economic advisor, Dr Krishnamurthy
V
Subramanian
and
NABARD chairman, GR
Chinthala.
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he 69th meeting of the
Special Task Force, DDA,
T
was attended by officers from

ife Insurance Corporation
of India has introduced a
L
new health insurance plan —

He praised the latest initiative of
the ESI Corporation, the ESIC Covid19 relief scheme, where periodic payment at 90 per cent of average wages
of deceased insured workers is paid
to the eligible dependents of the
insured worker, who died due to the
virus. To date, the periodic payments were payable only against the
death of insured workers due to
employment injury, but now death
caused by Covid-19 has also been
included.
Apur va Chandra, Secretar y,
Labour & Employment, Government
of India and Mukhmeet S Bhatia,
director-general, ESIC, welcomed the
gathering. Chandra lauded the
humanitarian approach and efforts of
young entrepreneurs in serving society during the pandemic.

all the local bodies and other
concerned agencies. The
progress of the complaints
received up to June 30 was
reviewed.
In total, 86,386 complaints
have been received in STF till
June 30, and action on 82,068
complaints has been initiated.
Since the constitution of STF
in 2018, 3,647 unauthorised
constructions have been
demolished and more than
2,454 properties have been
sealed. The chairman of STF
directed the ULBs to take the
matter of pendency seriously
and expedite the action on the
pending cases.
The
‘Encroachment
Removal Action’ was under-

taken by NDMC at areas
including Connaught Place,
Palika Bazar, Gole Market,
Janpath, Shankar Market,
LBN, Sarojini Nagar and
Chanakyapuri, VIP area.
The drive was undertaken
by SDMC at Bandh Road,
Sangam Vihar, PVR Saket,
Pramod Mahajan Road, Press
Enclave Road, and Malviya
Nagar Market, Hospital Road,
School Road, Gol Chakkar.
DDA removed 23
illegal/unauthorised borewells
behind Smritivan at Sarai
Kale Khan to stop water
extraction from Yamuna flood
plains. Two Joint demolition
programmes were undertaken by North DMC and
Revenue department in
Burari. The area of land
reclaimed is 7,500 sq m.

Rotary honours SRM Group Chairman
he Rotary InternationalRI District 3231, The
T
Rotary Club of Maraimalai
Nagar, awarded the LifeTime
Achievement Award to Ravi
Pachmoothoo, chairman of
SRM Group, pro chancellor
(Administration), SRM
Institute of Science and

Technology.
The award was presented
by Rotarian Babu Peram,
Rotary District Governor
(2018-2019) 3232 in the presence of Rotarian P A Elango,
president of Rotary club
Maraimalai Nagar, 3231.
The club has been show-

ing its goodwill during this
pandemic. It recognised and
appreciated people in the field
of education, hospitality and
dedicated medical service.
The programme was conducted in the SIMS
C onference
Hall
in
Vadapalani, Chennai.
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ith its back to the
wall, Team India
responded like champions, said coach Rahul Dravid
in an inspiring dressing room
speech after his young side
registered a series-clinching
win in the second ODI against
Sri Lanka here.
Chasing 276 for victory on
Tuesday, India were reduced to
193 for seven in 36th over but
Deepak Chahar (69) and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar (19)
shared an unbroken 84-run
stand to take the visitors home
with three wickets in hand and
five balls to spare.
“Obviously we finished on
the right side of the result,
which is incredible and fantastic but even if we didn’t finish
on the right side of the result,
it is the fight all the way through
was absolutely brilliant, so well
done to all of you,” Dravid said
in a video posted on bcci.tv.
“We said they were going to
respond, we knew we had to
respect the opposition. The
opposition was going to
respond, they’re also an international team. They responded,
and we responded back like a
champion team.
“With our back to the wall,
we found a way to break them.
So really well done to all of you.
Fantastic job.”
Bhuvneshwar (3/54) and
Yuzvendra Chahal (3/50)
snared three wickets each, while
Chahar claimed two to restrict
Sri Lanka to 275 for nine.
India found the going
tough with Suryakumar Yadav
anchoring the chase with a 44ball 53 but once he was gone,
the visitors slipped to 193 for
seven.
However, Chahar smashed
his maiden ODI fifty and in the
company of Bhuvneshwar took
the team home.
“It is not the right time to
talk about individuals at this
point, obviously there were
some fantastic individual performances, especially towards
the end,” said Dravid.
“We had talked about that,

Colombo: India pacer Deepak
Chahar, who was an unexpected hero with the bat in the second ODI against Sri Lanka,
said coach Rahul Dravid’s
belief in his batting inspired
him to produce a match-winning knock for his team.
“No better way to win the
match for the country. Rahul
sir told me to play all the balls.
I’ve played a few innings with
India A (when Dravid was
coach) and I think he has
belief in me.
“He told me he thinks I’m
good enough to be a No 7 (but
he batted at 8). He has belief in
me. Hopefully in the coming
matches I don’t have to bat.
When we came under 50 that’s
when I believed we can win.
Before that it was ball by ball.
I took some risks after,” said
Chahar at the post match presentation.
Prior to this game, his
highest scored in international cricket was 12.
“Only one thing that was
going on in my mind: this is
the kind of innings I’ve been
dreaming of. No better way to
win the match for the country,”
we acknowledge and recognise every player’s contribution
in this game. If you look at the
whole game, there were some
very good team performances.
“So many good performances in our bowling, batting,
even at the start, fantastic team
performances from all of you.”
The video also featured
Suryakumar, Bhuvneshwar, and
Chahar talking about their
experience about the match.
“I don’t have words, I think
it is one of the best games which
I have been part of, I have seen
Live... It is an unbelievable victory,” Suryakumar said.
“Bhuvi, our vintage man
and DC, we have been talking
about his batting, and today he
has proved himself, it was a

complete team effort. It was
something special from Deepak
Chahar.”
FORGOTTEN HOW TO WIN
Legendary
spinner
Muthiah Muralitharan feels the
current Sri Lankan cricket team
has forgotten how to win
matches over the years, insisting that the sport is currently
going through a tough phase in
the island nation.
“I told you before, Sri
Lanka didn’t know the winning
ways, they have forgotten the
winning ways for the last so
many years. It has been tough
for them because they have not
(known) how to win a match,”
Muralitharan
told
ESPNCricinfo.

Leg-spinner Wanindu
Hasaranga had claimed three
wickets to leave India struggling
at 193 for seven in 35.1 overs
but Sri Lanka skipper Shanaka
made big mistake by keeping
him for the final overs.
“I have told you before if Sri
Lanka takes three wickets in
first 10-15 overs, India is going
to struggle and actually India
struggled. Big effort from
(Deepak) Chahar and
Bhuvneshwar (Kumar) made
them win.
“And also they (Sri Lanka)
made some mistakes. They
should have bowled Wanindu
Hasaranga, rather than keeping
him, they should have bowled
him and try to take a wicket,”
he said.

he said talking about his mindset in the middle.
‘JUSTIFIED PROMOTION’
India
vice-captain
Bhuvneshwar Kumar said it
was coach Rahul Dravid’s decision to send Deepak Chahar
up the order and he justified it
with an “amazing” knock.
“...Our aim was to play till
the last ball, last over, so we
wanted to take it as deep as
possible, so we can score runs.
The only plan was to play till
the last, and the way Deepak
batted was amazing,”

hief national badminton
coach Pullela Gopichand
C
expects Indian athletes to claim
an unparalleled double digit
medal haul at the Olympics
and has declared world champion P V Sindhu as one of the
favourites to win a Gold.
“I do believe that this time
around, we would have, hopefully, India’s biggest medal tally
till now. We could surpass
what the Indian team did in
London which is six medals

and hopefully get to double
digit is what I am hoping for,”
Gopichand said.
“Whether it is shooting,
wrestling, boxing or Mirabai
Chanu in weightlifting, I think
they have a lot of chances,” he
said during a webinar
announcing the collaboration
of Heartfulness Institute and
Dhyana, the official meditation
partner of Indian Olympic
contingent.
Gopichand, who had guided Saina Nehwal and Sindhu to
a Bronze and Silver respectively in the last two Olympics,
believes Indian badminton
players have a good opportu-

nity to better their performance.
“In badminton, we have
chances, definitely to better
what we did in Rio and
London. So I am hoping that
Sindhu can pull off, she is definitely going to be one of the
favourites in the Olympics
with the venue as well,” he said.
“And also Chirag and
Satwik, although, have a tough
draw but I do see them as
potential hopefuls for a medal.
For Sai Praneeth, it is going to
be tough. But he has done well
at the World Championships
and I hope he can repeat that
performance.

Bhuvneshwar said at the postmatch virtual press conference.
“He has played under
coach Rahul Dravid before in
India A or some series and he
had scored there as well. So,
Dravid knew that he can bat
and he can hit a few balls, so
that was his Dravid’s call.
“And the way he batted,
Chahar proved it right. We all
know that he can bat, he has
batted in Ranji Trophy many
times, so it wasn’t a tough call
but it is good to see the way he
scored the runs.”
“The only chat and plan
was to play till the end. We
never said to each other that
from here on, we can win. Even
when we needed 1 run (3
runs), we were taking one ball
at a time. Deepak never let the
run rate go above six,”
Bhuvneshwar said.
“He almost played risk-free
shots, where he got few boundaries and brought the required
rate to under six. At no stage
did we think that we are going
to win or lose. We were playing according to the situation
and taking it ball by ball.”
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oung fast bowler Avesh
Khan’s tour of England is set
Y
to end abruptly after being ruled
out of India’s warm-up FirstClass game against County XI
due to a left-thumb fracture he
sustained on the opening day of
the match in Durham.
Khan, the right-arm fast
bowler represented the County
XI side after a few of their players went on mandatory isolation
for coming in contact with
Covid-19 positive people.
A senior BCCI official
informed that Khan, who was a
stand-by player, could be out for
a considerable period of time
due to the injury and the Indian
team management will have at
least one net bowler short going
into the Test series, starting
August 4 at Trent Bridge in

Nottingham.
“Avesh is not likely to take
any further part in the series
leave alone this game. It’s a
thumb fracture. He will not be
bowling for at least a month and
after that rehabilitation is likely
to start. In another three days,
the picture is supposed to get
clearer,” the BCCI source said.
The BCCI on Wednesday
didn’t elaborate on the exact
nature of the injury but stated:
“Fast bowler Avesh Khan
remains under observation of
the Medical Team. He will not
be taking any further part on
Day 2 and Day 3 of the warmup game.”
VIRAT BACK IN NETS
India captain Virat Kohli,
who skipped the First-Class
warm up game due to a slight
back niggle was back to the nets
and enjoyed a full-fledged batting session on the day.
GILL BACK HOME
Young opener Shubman
Gill, who was earlier ruled out
of the five-Test series with shin
splints, has returned home after
enjoying a break in the UK.
Shubman is back home in
Mohali and after spending some
time with his family, the cricketer will be off to National
Cricket Academy in Bengaluru
for an intensive rehabilitation
programme.
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London: Star all-rounder Ben
Stokes on Wednesday returned
to the 17-member England
squad for the first two Tests
against India, along with pacer
Ollie Robinson, who was earlier suspended for his sevenyear-old racist tweets.
Opener Haseeb Hameed,
whose last Test was against
India in 2016, was also named
in the squad.
The first Test starts in
Nottingham on August 4 while
the second match will be played
at the Lord’s from August 1216.
Jofra Archer, recuperating

from elbow surgery, and Chris
Woakes, suffering from bruised
heel, are still not match-fit to be

included.
Pacers Mark Wood and
Sam Curran are the other fast
bowlers in the line-up, apart
from the veteran duo of James
Anderson and Stuart Broad.
The seasoned keeper-batsmen Jonny Bairstow and Jos
Buttler are back in the Joe rootled team after being rested for
the Test series against New
Zealand. The team also has
Rory Burns, Ollie Pope, Zak
Crawley, Dom Sibley and Dan
Lawrence in the batting unit.
However, one of the
notable comebacks is certainly that of 24-year-old

Lancashire opener Hameed,
who is currently playing against
India in the warm-up game at
Durham.
Hameed was termed as
‘Baby Boycs’ during his teenage
years for his defensive game
resembling Geoffrey Boycott’s
dogged defence.
Squad: Joe Root (captain),
James Anderson, Ben Stokes,
Jonny Bairstow, Dom Bess,
Stuart Broad, Rory Burns, Jos
Buttler, Zak Crawley, Sam
Curran, Haseeb Hameed, Dan
Lawrence, Jack Leach, Ollie
Pope, Ollie Robinson, Dom
Sibley, Mark Wood.

Eng sneak home to take T20 series
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dil Rashid took a careerbest haul before England
A
just did enough in a nervous
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ustralia’s pacers demolished
the West Indies batting lineA
up to claim a comprehensive
133-run victory by the DLS
method in the rain-affected first
ODI of the three-match series at
Kensington Oval on Tuesday.
After stand-in captain Alex
Carey led from the front with a
topscore of 67 to lift his side to
252/9 batting first, only his
Caribbean counterpart Kieron
Pollard (56) stood firm against
the tourists’ pacers as the home
side were routed for 123 off 26.2
overs in reply.

Set a revised target of 257 in
a match reduced to 49 overs per
side, West Indies were reduced
to 27/6 with opening bowlers
Mitchell Starc and Josh
Hazlewood sharing the wickets.
It took Mitchell Marsh to end a
67-run stand between Pollard
and Alzarri Joseph.
That breakthrough opened
the door for Starc to finish the
job with a haul of 5/48 which
earned him the Player of the
Match award. Hazlewood had
the impressive returns of three
for 11 in his opening burst and
was not required to return for a
second spell.

chase to seal a thrilling and
series-clinching three-wicket
win over Pakistan in a T20
decider at Old Trafford on
Tuesday.
Victory gave England the
three-match contest 2-1 in
their last white-ball fixture of
the 2021 home season.
Leg-spinner Rashid took 435 as Pakistan were restricted
to 154-6 after winning the
toss, with Mohammad Rizwan
batting through the innings for
76 not out.
England opener Jason Roy,
the player of the match, got the
chase off to a brisk start with a
dashing 64.
But the hosts kept losing
wickets before returning captain Eoin Morgan made a useful 21.
Liam Livingstone, the player of the series after scoring
England’s fastest T20 hundred
in the opener at Trent Bridge,
struck one six and then holed
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out before Chris Jordan hit the
winning runs with two balls to
spare.
“This win means a huge
amount,” Morgan told Sky
Sports. “This was the worst possible pitch for the way we play,
and we have won on a wicket
which is slow and spins so I am
very proud.”
Pitches in the United Arab
Emirates, the venue for
October’s T20 World Cup, are
renowned for taking turn but
Morgan said: “I genuinely don’t
think the ball will spin like that
in UAE having played a full
season in the IPL there last year,
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risbane was awarded the
2032 Olympics on
Wednesday, triggering celebratory fireworks as it became
the third Australian city to
host the Summer Games after
Melbourne and Sydney.
International Olympic
Committee president Thomas
Bach confirmed the widely
expected result after a vote at
the IOC session in Tokyo.
“ The
International
Olympic Committee has the
honour to announce that the
Games of the 35th Olympiad
are awarded to Brisbane,
Australia,” Bach said.
The announcement was
greeted by cheers from the
Brisbane delegates in Tokyo,
while fireworks lit up the
skies above the Australian
city thousands of miles away.
Brisbane’s victory looked
a certainty after it was unanimously proposed as the single candidate for 2032 by the
IOC’s 15-strong executive
board in June.
“It’s a historic day not just
for Brisbane and Queensland,

but for the entire country,”
said Prime Minister Scott
Morrison.
“Only global cities can
secure the Olympic Games, so
this is fitting recognition for
Brisbane’s standing across our
region and the world.”
Australia has already
hosted the Olympics twice, in
Melbourne in 1956 and
Sydney in 2000, widely considered one of the most successful Games in recent history.
Venues will be spread
across Brisbane and nearby
towns in Queensland state,
including the Gold Coast
which hosted the 2018
Commonwealth Games.

C>:H>) India paddlers were
on Wednesday handed tough
draws at the Tokyo Olympics
with the mixed doubles pairing of Sharath Kamal and
Manika Batra pitted against
third seeds Lin Yun-ju and
Cheng I-Ching of Chinese
Taipei on Saturday. Batra,
ranked 62, though got an easy
women’s singles first round
where she will face Great
Britain’s Ho Tin-Tin, ranked
32 places below the Indian.
Should she win the opening
round, Batra will lock horns
with Ukraine’s Margaryta
Pesotska, world No 36, in the
next round followed by Sofia
Polcanova of Austria, who is
ranked 17.
PTI
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but we are ready for any surfaces that do spin.”
Pakistan captain Babar
Azam, whose side also lost the
preceding ODI series against
England, was left lamenting a
lack of runs.
“We were 10 to 15 runs
short today,” he said. “The
partnership between myself
and Rizwan, if it had developed
a bit better, maybe we would
have the extra 10 or 15 runs.

